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FOREWORD 
T h i s  r e p o r t  summarizes t h e  working pape r s  from 
the OAST Space Systems S t u d i e s  Review Meeting h e l d  a t  
NASA H e a d q u a r t e r s ,  11-12 January  1978. T h i s  m a t e r i a l  
is  intended f o r  f u r t h e r  u s e  by t h e  p a r t i c i p a n t s  o f  *>he 
meet ing and i n  s t r u c t u r i n g  t h e  F Y  1979 Space S t u d i e s  
Program. The m a t e r i a l  i n  t h i s  document i s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  
an u n e d i t e d  format  t o  e n a b l e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  a t i m e l y  
matter. I t  shou ld  b e  unders tood t h a t  t h e  d a t a  c o n t a i n e d  
i n  t h i s  r e p o r t  do n o t  r e p r e s e n t  o f f i c i a l  p l a n s  o r  pos i -  
t i o n s  b u t  are p a r t  o f  t h e  2rdcess of evolving such  plans 
and p o s i t i o n s .  
S t a n l e y  R.  Sad in  
Study,  A n a l y s i s ,  and P lann ing  O f f i c e  (Code RX) 
O f f i c e  of  Aeronau t i c s  and Space Technology 
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The o b j e c t i v e s  of  t h i s  OAST Space Systems S t u d i e s  
Review Xeeting were: 
Brief t h e  p a r t i c i p a n t s  on the space  systems 
s t u d y  (kY) program 
Inform program o f f i c e s ,  s t u d y  i n v e s t i g a t o r s ,  
and OAST d i s c i p l i n e  d i v i s i o n s  on t h e  s t a t u s  
of  t h e  OAST s p a c e  sys tems s t u d i e s  
I n i t i a t e  p lann ing  f o r  t h e  s t u d i e s  f o r  FY 79 
Review wi th  t h e  p a r t i c i p a n t s  t h e  OAST space  
technology model and t h e  space  technology 
f o r e c a s t s  handbook 
Th i s  meeting brought  t o g e t h e r  t h e  p r i n c i p a l  i n v e s t i -  
g a t o r s  o f  t h e  OAST space  systems s t u d i e s  and provided a  
forum by which OAST, t h e  Headquar ters '  program o f f i c e s ,  
and t h e  Cen te r s  became mutual ly  aware of  t h e  p r o g r e s s  o f  
t h e  space  systems s t u d i e s .  T h i s  review meeting a l s o  
provided an o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  t h e  develapment 
of t h e  FY 79 s t u d i e s  program. P r i o r  t o  t h e  meeting,  a  
d e t a i l e d  s t u d y  description package w a s  d i s t r i b u t e d  (Appendix 
A ) .  
The meeting c o n s i s t e d  p r i m a r i l y  of t h e  p r i n c i p a l  
i n v e s t i g a t o r s  p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  o b j e c t i v e s  and s t a t u s  of 
t h e  s t u d i e s  t o  t h e  OAST d i v i s i o n  d i r e c t o r s ,  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  
from o t h e r  o f f i c e s ,  and t h e  o t h e r  p r i n c i p a l  i n v e s t i g a t o r s  
and Center  program managers. Time was a l l o c a t e d  f o r  each 
a c t i v e  s t u d y  ( i n c l u d i n g  those  just completed and those  
j u s t  s t a r t i n g ) .  Approximately a t h i r d  of  t h i s  time was 
reserved f o r  q u e s t i o n s  and answers  and p e r t i n e n t  discus- 
s i o n .  These  d i s c u s s i o n s  were v a l u a b l e  for h e l p i n g  to s u g g e s t  
p o s s i b l e  f u t u r e  s t u d i e s  and  program emphasis .  
The m e e t i n g  c o n s i s t e d  o f  s e v e r a l  s e s s i o n s .  T a b l e  1 
g i v e s  t h e  agenda of the meet ing.  Table 2 lists t h e  in -  
d i v i d u a l s  who a t t e n d e d  one or more of t h e  s e s s i o n s .  A t  
t h e  end of Sacs. 2-8 o f  t h i s  document, e a c h  of  which 
c o ~ r e s p o n d s  t o  a s e p a r a t e  s e s s i o n ,  there is a condensa- 
t i o n  o f  some o f  t h e  d i s c u s s i o n s  which occurred d u r i n g  t h a t  
s e s s i o n .  
TABLE 1 
SPACE SYSTEMS STUDIES REVIEW MEETING 
11 and 1 2  January  1978 
NASA Headquarters (FOB 10B), Room 625 
FIRST DAY 
8:30 am OVERVIEW OF OAST SPACE 
STUD I ES PROGRAM 
8: 45  am SESSION 'U' - SPACE UTILIZATION 
Space U t i l i z a t i o n  S t u d i e s  S. Sadin  (HQ) 
Lunar Resources U t i l i z a t i o n  S t u d i e s  E. C r u m  (JSC) 
E x t r a t e r r e s t r i a l  P r o c e s s i n g  and G. von Tiesenhausen 
Manufacturing of Large Space Systems (MSFC) 
lot30 am SESSION ' T '  - SPACE TRANSPORTATION 
Advanced Space T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  B. 2. Henry (LaRC) 
Technology S t u d i e s  
Space T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  S t u d i e s  J. Pelouch,  Jr. (LeRC) 
1: 30 pm SESSION 'MI  - MULTIPROGRAM TECHNOLOGY 
Advanced Automation Needs Ana lys i s  E.  Heer (JPL) 
Technology Enablement-Multiple 
Requirements f o r  P o i n t i n g  and 
C o n t r o l  
W. Bachman (JPL) 
Payload Software Technology P. Rose (M&S Computing) 
Payload Data Sys terns Technology L. Krchnak (JSC) 
Requirements 
TABLE 1 (Cont. 
1230 pm SESSION 'M' - MULTIPROGRAM TECHNOLOGY (Cont.) 
Superconducting Sensors i n  Space J. Murphy (ARC) 
Technology Enab lament-Space Powex J. Stea rns  (JPL) 
Sy s t a m  
SECOND DAY 
8:45 am SESSION ' A '  - APPLICATIONS 
SEASAT Follow-On Technology 
Readiness Study 
Technology Readiness f o r  a 
Global i e r v i c e s  Missian 
Publ ic  Service  Platform 
Pene t r a t o r  Concepts 
Post-LANDSAT D Advanced Concept 
Evaluation 
Enabling Technology f o r  Global 
Services  Missions 
Publ ic  Information Management 
Services  Sys t e m  
Global Services  
Global Services  
Geostationary Platform 
W .  R. Hook (LaRC) 
T. Durham (GSFC) 
J. Murphy (ARC) 
F. Flatow (GSFC) 
W .  R. Hook (LaRC) 
R.  Nagler (JPL) 
T. Durham (GSFC) 
D. Aviv (Aerospace) 
S. Sadin (HQ) 
TABLE 1 (Cont. ) 
1 1  30 "In SESSION 'S ' - SCIENCE AND EXPLORATION 
Spaceborne Antenna and Microwave R. Edelson (JPL) 
System8 Technology Study 
Extrasolar P l a n e t a r y  D e t e c t i o n  3. Murphy (ARC) 
WIR Technology Readiness Study 3. West (JPL) 
Mars Sample Return Technology 3. West (JPL) 
Readiness Study 
Technology Needs f o r  Sample 
Return  Miss ions 
3. West (JPL) 
S u r f a c e  Exp lo ra t ion ,  P r o s p e c t i n g ,  P. Meeks (JPL) 
and Assaying 
4:00 pm SESSION ' X '  - ANALYSIS 
OAST Space S y s t e m  Technology Model T. Zakrzewski (GRC) 
and OAST Technology F o r e c a s t  
Handbook 
TABLE 2 
OAST SPACE SYSTEMS STUDIES REVIEW MEETING 
11 and 12 January 1978 
NAME CENTER CODE PHONE NUMBER 
Jams8 P .  Muphy ARC SPT 4151 965-6520 
r 
David H. Suddeth CS FC 402 301/982-2697 F 
Tony Durham GS FC k 
Fred Flotow GSFC 
I I I 
W. E. Bachman JPL I 198-104 FTS 720-4420 
.I. W .  S t e a m s  JPL ETS 792-6156 
E. Heer JPL 180-701 FTS 792-3060 f 
R. Edrlson JPL 264-801 FTS 792-3394 I John L. West JPL 233-307 213/ 354-3338 
Paul Meelcs JPL 180-703 2131 354-2546 
I 
Bal Alsberg JPL 2131354-2969 
A .  R. Hibbs JPL 180-703 2131 354-24301 
I R .  Nagler I JPL 
1 I Marta Chalesky 






L .  C .  Krchnak 
I 
1: 
Richard E. Snyder I LaRC 1 !S158 
- 1 





ETS 525-2703 I I 
I W .  R .  Hook 
I 
I 
LaRC 1 S 3 6 4  1 8041827-3666 
ll I B .  2.  Henry 1 LaRC 1 XS365 , 304/827-3911 
CI OAST SPACE SYSTEMS STUDIES REVIEW MEZTING 
11 and 12 January 1978 ORIGINAL PAGE Ib 
OF POOR Q U ~  
ERB-2 755-8623 
Don Dement HQ ECT-4 755-3591 
6 .  8. Schardt HQ I ERB-2 755-8596 
NAa CENTER CODE P W N E  NU-FIBER 
1 , I 
Dick Wallace I HQ SL-4 755-3770 
J.  J .  Pelouch, Jr.  LeRC 
HQ 
HQ 




Joe Slomski 1 HQ 1 RC-3 1 755-8501 
6141 
RES-4 
Wayne Hudson 1 HQ 
William Gevarter I 
I ! 
-r: 21 Rodney Bradford I HQ i RG-14 , 753-8557 I I 
2161433-4000 
CSh 







7 7 J. C. Lundholm 1 HQ 1 RR-6 1 755-2458 
4 f 
b. 
' i HQ 1 RP-6 1 I L. R. Holcomb 755-3278 
RE-4 1 755-3275 
755-3256 HQ RXB-1 
C. H. Robins, Jr. 
HQ 
HQ RS-7 
RWM- 3 / 755-2395 
755-8504 
OAST SPACE SYSTSMS ST'JIIES RE'V'ISV MSIPTING 
N"I% CENTER 
-- CODE PXONE NYMSE3 
I 
Jim Lazar I HQ 1 I RP-6 755-3280 
Bob Price  
Del Williams 
I 
Jim Downev j PA-01 1 FTS (202) 872-1647 
I 
HQ 1 RE I I 
HQ 
I 1 RW-3 1 755-3295 
i I 




Gene Austin 1 YSFC 
Ceorg von Tiesenhausen 1 ?OFc I I 
L .  J. Early WFC 1 I OD 
David Aviv I ~ e r o s p a c c  / 
P .  L .  Rose 
Thomas Y. Zakrzewski I General Research 1 7031993-5900 1 
Fred Kabat I General Research ; 703/993-5900 
Dave Riffelmacher 
I 
General Research; I i03/893-5900 
I 
I 
Dave Osias 1 General Researchi ' 703/ 39 3-5900 




OVERViEW OF SPACE STUD1 ES PROGRAM 
FY 79 STUDY lSSUES 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDY FUNDS BY THEBE, BY DISC lPL]NE 
D l  STRIBUT ION OF STUDY FUNDS BETWEEN M U R  TERM (READINESS) 
AND FAR TERM (ENABLEMENTI 
STrJDI ES R E M T  I NG TO NEW STARTS AND AUGMENTATIONS VS, R8T "STUDIES" 
STUDY METHODOLOGY - TREND TOWARDS IV14JOR TIlEME/flULT I -CE(STER/IVIULT I-YEAR 
( E  ,G, , SSTO, GLOBAL SERVICES) 
JOI 131 FUND1 NG OF STUD l ES 
5-YEAR PLAMM I IJG INS I I;IlTS 
AGENCY 
OAST 
SlUDY PROGRAH PURPOSE - A RESTATEMENT 
OAST D ISC I PL I NES/ I NTERESP SPAN 
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PLAIKTARY EXPLORATION - 















M 5 - 8 2  RESOURCES K)R OAST SPACE SYSTEM STUDIES 
NET R&D FUNDS 
I ESTIMATED RESOURCES 
SHOWN FO 
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-7 ASSESSMENT OF ENABLING .* J TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE a '*. .. MISSIONS e* 9 innn " e- r*---- *\ .-r-L'----4C / ADVANCED MISSION CONCEPTS 
500 - ______CC----mm. 
de-m----- 
/#@ 
/@# SYSTEMS PLANNING AND ANALYSIS 
1 I 1 I 


OVERVIEW OF OAST SPACE STUDIES PROGRAM S .  Sadin (HQ) 
DISCUSSION: Should j o i n t  funding wi th  other  program 
o f f i c e s  and d i s c i p l i n e s  be  sought t o  increase scope 
of studues program? 
SECTION 3 
SESSION 'U' 
RNI EW OF SPACE UTILIZATION STUDY PROGRAM 
lYrLaul '~m. . Ie iasmm.pI IP IP  
Lyndon 9. Johnson Space Center Engineering and Development Olrectorate 
: I  
LUNAR RESOURCE UTILIZATIONs FOR 
SPACE CONSTRUCTION STUDY 
LUNAR RESOURCES U~ILIZATION STUDIES 
OAST SPACE SYSTEMS STUDIES 
REVIEW MEETING 
HEADQUARTERS ' 
JANUARY 11712, 1978 
FUTURE PROGRAMS OFFICE 







Lyndon 8. Johnson Space Cenler Engineering and Development Directorate 
I 
FUTURE PROGRAMS OFFICE 
I 
I I E. M. CRUM 1 10/14/77 I 
ORJECTIVES: 
o ESTASLISH METHODOL-OGY AND CRITERIA FOR COMPARING THE USE OF 
LUNAR VS. EARTH MATERIALS FOR SPACE CONSTRUCTION * 
o PEVELOP AND DEFINE CONCEPTS,.FOR UTILIZING LUNAR RESOURCES 
o ESTABLISH THE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY FOR LUNAR RESOURCE 
UTILIZATION TO BE COST EFFECTIVE 
o PREPARE RECOMMENDATIONS AND PLANS FOR FURTHER WORK REQUIRED TO 
ALLOW A CHOICE TO BE MADE BETWEEN ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS 
M E A  Lyndon B. John- Space Cater Engineering and Oevelopmenl Directorate 
I LUNAR RESOURCES FOR SPACE CONSTRUCTION 
I TASK OUTLINE: 
FUTURE P w  OCFICF 
o DEVELOP COMPARSION METHODOLOGY AND CRITERIA 
I 
E. M. CRUM 
o DEVELOP AND DEFINE LUNAR UTILIZATION SYSTEMS CONCEPTS 
10/14/77 
- SPACE MANUFACTURING SITES 
- LUNAR. SURFACE MANUFACTURING SITES 
o DETERMlfr!E PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY FOR COST EFFECTIVE 
LUNAR RESOURCE UTILIZATI ON 
o PERFORM SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY AMALY SlS 







































KEY TECHNICAL AREAS 
rn 7 - -  - -- - 
- z r z G -  
yndon 8. Johnson Space Csnl0r 8 
MASS DRIVER - LINEAR MOTOR 
ROTARY PELLET LAUNCHER 
LUNAR RESOURCES FOR SPACE CONSTRUCTION STUDY 
MASS CATCHER - HEPPENHEIMER CONCEPT 
FUTURE PROGRAMS OFFICE 
4 
E. M. CRUM l0/14/7?. 
LIGHT GAS GUN 
I 
CALCIUM/OXYGEN ROCKET 
LUNAR BASE, MINING FACILITY (AND 
MPN~JFAC*~UHING FACILITY) 
SPACE BASE AND MI "UFACTURINC FACILITY 





LITERATURE & JSC 
JSC CONCEPT . 
JSC (MSFC) 
MSFC 
JSC & INDUSTRY 
Mmi! Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center Engineering and Development Oireclorete 
LUNAR RESOURCES UTILIZATION STUDIES 
I 
-4 
FUTURE Ff? OGRAMS OFFICE 
E. M. CRUM 10/14/7 7 
r m 
STUDY TEAM MEMBERS 
I MR. EARLE CRUM STUDY MANAGEMENT 
1 
MR. GEORG VON TIESENHAUSEN STUDY MANAGEMENT 
DR. RICHARD WILLIAMS STUDY MANAGEMENT 
DR. DAVID McKAY LUNAR SOIL PROPERTIES 
DR. ROBERT RlED STRUCTURES 
MR. GLENN ECORD CHEMICAL PROCESSES 
MR. JERRY PORADEK SYSTEMS EVALUATION 
MR, MAX KRCHNAK PROGRAM PLANNING 
I MR. CLARI(E COVINGTON SPS DEFINITION 
MS. DEBBIE WEBB COST ESTIMATION 
MR. PI t ILL IP WILLIAMS FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
CONTRACTOR STUDY MANAGERS STUDY MANAGEMENT 
* 
4 '  2 .? I..* 0 CT .: r- r 7 =  c c - - _ ~  =_-n r q  
= I J I Z ~ @ ? ~ E P ~ Z ~  Im ca a c3 n 
8. ~ohnsarr Space Center E-erhg and Development Directorate 
r . I LUNAR RESOURCES UTIIIZATlOPi STUDIES , 
I 1 E M. CRUM I 1/12/78 I 
I. 
SCHEDULE OF KEY EVENTS 
I 
FUTURE PROGRAMS OFFICE 
1 1 
9/20-21/77 LUNAR RESOURCES UTILIZATION STUDIES MEETING HELD 
AT CENTER (JSC, HQ, AND. MSFC) . 
10/3/77 NASA COUNCIL PRESENTATION BY STAN SADIN 
I 10/14/77 DRAFT SOW ANDt'PR SUBMITTAL I I 1 l;11/77 RFP ISSUED 1 .  I 
12/23/77 PROPOSALS RECEIVED (SECURE STORAGE UNTIL 1/3/78) 
3/1/7 8 CONTRACT AWARD 
3/1/79 CONTRACT COMPLETE 
M K A  Lyndon B. h n n l ~ n  space M t e r  PREPARED BY R. J. WILLIAMS 
I 1 
ISSUES 
I EXTRATERRESTRIAL MATERIALS - MININOAND-PROCESSING 
o IN WHAT WAYS CAN LUNAR MATERIALS BE PROCESSED INTO INDUSTRIALLY SIGNIFICANT I 
FUTURE PROGRAMS OFFICE 
- 
FEEDSTOCKS BY IN-SPACE FACILITIES? 
I E .  M. CRUM 1/12/78 
o WHAT ARE THE MAJOR TECHNICAL PROBLEMS OF SCALE AND IMPLEMENTATION 
FOR THE IDENTIFIED PROCESSES? 
GOALS 
o DOCUMENT PROCESSING SCHEMES AND THE RATIONALES FOR THEIR SELECTION 
o DEFINE SCALE OF PROCESS ELEMENTS, REAL TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, 
AND RELEVANT EXPERIMENTS 
I o EVALUATE THE RATIONALE FOR SELECTION OF THE MAJOR PRODUCTS I 
az3 Esw laa n ( I I ' ' W m = -  
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center PREPARED BY R. J. WILLIAMS I 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL MATERIALS 1- .MINING AND PROCESSING FUTURE PROGRAMS OFFICE 
E. M. CRUM I 1/12/78 
STATUS 
o USRA/LSI CONTRACT 
o 790-40-42 
RESULTS 
o PARTICIPATED IN AMES SUMMER STUDY AND L A  JOLLA WORKSHOP 
(PLANETARY RESOURCE EXPLORATION) 
o CHLOROCARBONATION PROCESS DEFINED IN DETAIL 
- SCALES FOR REACTANT RECYCLING AND HEAT REJECTION ARE VERY LARGE 
- FURTtIER!QUANTIFICATION REQUIRES EXPERIMENTS ON REACTION\ KINETICS 
- REPORT DUE 2/78 
o CONSULTING EFCORTS ON SCALE OF LUNAR MINING AND OM ELECTROSTATIC AN3 
MAGNETIC BENEFICIATION TECHNIQUES INITIATED (1/78). 
o INVESTIGATIONS OF OTHER REFINII'G TECHNIQUES BEGUN 
o SPECIAL SESSION PLANNED AT LUNAR SCIENCE C O W  ERENCE (3/17/78) 
PREPARE0 BY R. J, WILLIAMS 
I I OXYGEN EXTRACTION RESEARCH FUTURE PROGRAMS OFFICE E. M. CRUM 1 1/12/78 
- ISSUE 
1 
o SOME CERAMICS ARE ELECTROLYTES FOR OXYGEN AT ELEVATE0 TEMPERATURES-- 
UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS CAN THESE BE USED TO EXTRACT OXYGEN FROM 
REFlMlMG GASES OR SILICATES AND OXlDES BY ELECTROLYSIS. 
GOALS 
o THERMOCHEMICAL MODELS 
I 
1 
o LABORATORY TEST SYSTEMS 
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yndon 8. Johnson Space Center PREPARED BY R. J. WILLIAMS -: 
t 
, ' ,  
FUTURE PROGRAMS OFFICE 
OXYGEN EXTRACTlON.RESEARCH 
E. M. CRUM 
STATUS 
o IN-HOUSWJSC 
o BEGAN: 12/1/77 
RESULTS 
o MODEL FOR THE EVOLUTION OF C-0 GASES !IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH GRAPHITE 
AS A FUNCTION OPTEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEVELOPED 







SPACE SYSTEMS LIKE: 
LARGE FUTURE COMMUNICATION N 
SYSTEMS, HAB ITATS, MANUFACTUR ING 
FAC I LITIES, SATELLITE POWER SYSTEMS, 
AND PROPELLANT FAC I LI'TIES. 
o A NUMBER OF NASA SPONSORED SUMMER STUDIES INDICATED 
POTENTIAL ECONOMI C AND ENVI RONMENTAL ADVANTAGES FOR 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL MATERIAL UTILIZATION. 
o NASA NEEDS TO INVESTIGATE THESE FINDINGS FURTHER FOR 
l WORMED FUTURE PROGRAM OPTION PLANNING. 
o THE STUDY DESCRI6ED HEREAFlER CONCENTRATES OM ONE KEY 








- -- - 
0111. 
JANUARY 1978 
~ S G A M ~ J A I I O I ~  
PROGRAM 
DEVELOPMENT 
I NTROO!JCTION (CONCLUDED) 
THE FOLLOW1 NG OVERALL PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION MODEL 
I S  THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY PERFORMANCE. THE 
0 
MODEL POINTS OUT THE SEGMENT OF THE MODEL COVERED BY 
TH l S STUDY AND REIATES I T  TO OTHER EFFORTS. 
:.> 
,, . '. 
I 
- 
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENT LA 
EXTRATERKESTR I AL PROCESS I MG 
AND MANUFACTUR l NG OF LARGE 
SPACE SYSTEMS 
EXTRATERRESTi? I AL PRCICES S ING AND :IIAidUF;lCirjZ ING OF 
LARGE SPACE S Y  STEIVS - STUDY AIODEL 
WAYLI 








o DEFINITION AND EVALUATION OF A SPACE WNUFACTURING 
FACILITY (SMF) AND A LUNAR MANUFACTURING FACILITY (MI 
FOR LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS. 
o COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT BETWEEN SMF AND LMF, # 
ASSUMPTIONS, GUl DELI NES AND CONSTRAINTS 
o A B I  BLIOGHAPHY I S  PROVIDED AS A STUDY BASIS, 
0 LUNAR MATERIALS TO BE COVERED ARE: 
- SILICON - CALCIUM 
- SIL ICA - MAGNESIUM 
- ALUMINUM - TITANIUM 






MARSHALL S C LlGH C T 
EXTRATERR<~T& IAL ?R~W!S I NO 





~ a G A M l t A I I O M ~  I MARSHALL SPACE f LIGHT CENTER IMAML. 
PROGRAM SO BELEMENTS 
o LOCALTRANSPORTATION 
o LEO-SMF TRANSPORTATION (P&C) 
o TP -SMF TRANSPORTATION (P&C) 
o SMF CARGO RECEIVING STATION 
o SMF STAGING AND CARGO BASE 
o SMF HABITAT BASE 
o SMF OPERATIONAL CONTROL STATION 
o SMF CHEMICAL PROCESSING FACILITY 
o SMF METALLURGICAL MANUFACTURING FACILITY 
PROGRAM EXTRATERRESTR IAL PROCESSING 
DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING OF LARGE 
SPACE SYSTEMS 
PSOllVON TIESENHAUSEN 
o r  JAN"AR* 1978 
PROGRAM SUBELEMEM'S (CONCLUDED) 




I o SMF COMPONENT MANUFACTUR I NG FACILITY 
I 
I o SMF PRODUCTION CONTROL STATION 
I 
1 o SMF ASSEMBLY C0MPl.E 
MTRATERRESTR I AL PROCESS l NG 
AND MANUFACTUR l NG OF LARGE 
SPACE SYSTEMS 




I o SAW EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIONS I o SM LOCAL TRANSPORTATION 
I o POWER SYSTEMS 
STUDY SCHEDULE FOR PHASE I 
S IX MONTHS PLUS ONE MONTH FOR DOCUMMATION 




i .>  
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MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
EXTRATERRESTR I AL PROCESS I NG 








Space Settlements. A Design Study NASA SP-413, 1975, 
Publishing Date 1977. 
A System Design for a Prototype Space Colony. A Student 
Project in System Engineering, M. L T. Marlar Memorial 
Foundabn, lac. , 1976. 
Space hdanufacturing from Noa-Terrestrial Mate rids. NASA- 
Ames OAST Study, 1976. 
Spaca Manufacturing Facilities. Space Colonies, Proceedings 
of the Princeton/AIAA /N ASA Conference, 1975. 
In-Space Production of Large Space Systems from Extra- 
terrestrial Materials - A Program Implamantation Model. 
Georg F. von Tiesanhausen, Program Devalopment, George 
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA -TM78143 October 1977. 
Lunar Resources and their Utilization, W. C. Phinaey, NASA 
Johnson Space Center; D. Criswell, Lunar Science Institute; 
E. Draxler, MIT; J, Garmirian, Hope College. Third Princeton1 
AIAA Confarance on Space Manufacturing Facilities, May 1977. 
Report No. 77-53?. 
A Factory Concept for Processing and Manufacturing with 
Lunar Materials, G. W. Driggers, SAID Huntsville, AL. 
Third Princeton/AIAA Conference on Space Manufacturing 
Facilities, May 1977. Report No. 77-538. 
Systems Analysis of A Potential Space Manufacturing Facility 
G. W. Driggcrs, SAI, Huntsville, AL. Third Princeton/AfAA 
Conferance on Space Manufacturing Facilitie r , May 1977. Report 
No. 77-554. 
Demandite, Lunar Materials and Space Indus trialization. 
D. R. CrisweLl, The Lunar Science Institute. 3303NASA 
Road One, Houston, TX 77058. 
\ 
Engineering A Space Manufacturing Center, Dr. Gerard O I N e i l l .  
Astronautics and Aeronautics, October 1976. 
SESSION ' U '  - SPACE UTILIZATION 
Scacc U t i l i z a t i o n  S t u d i e s  ( S .  S x l i n ,  KQ) 
I n  th2 aSsenc3 of an ARC r e p r ~ s t n c 3 t i y . ~ e  to p r z s e n t  ti12 scat jss  
of t!?is s t u d y ,  S .  Sc:c?in :nlc?e some b r i e f  rezzr-'cs. ?.esulcs 25 
t k e  w,>rkshops h e l d  the  1:st t?.ree si:....cr; :tiera zar.x-..srixs2, 
an2 the point w a s  m d o  t h a t  tkey h a d  p r a \ ~ l d e d  T.ral:~Sle i n ? s t  
to t h e  CSC an I 'ISFC s t u c l i e s .  
DTSL"USSI~1;~I: 2uestion ra i se<  2 3 ' ; ~ x t  3stsr-zLZ : s z ; e  L: a d Z i t i a n  
to processizg I . ~ n s r  nattrials, 272 ?cscFbls '2s; i , - .=e res t  i: 
such  e f f o r t s .  
C c n t i z a a t i . c n  of 3ress22  sf forts. .!r. -on 7i t343?.3 ,~stz  .i22tif 
. - to expsne ezf9r:s dss i fn  e:c?-t=-e?.Z s :~stex 222 e : ;x . l n t  
i n t s r f z c s s  3p.d ?.cw t h i s  a f f s = t ~ <  t s c k - ? . = l c ~ y .  S t s n  S a Z l z  
s>-,2Lz be -,.-' - d i d  n s t  f e e l  t!--at sac3 a f a - - t e r m  ? r o j ~ = ~  ..L y ..aA:= 2 
t o  t h a t  ?ci?t  at such an earl17 tzts. 
In FY 7 9 ,  t h e  'ISFC s t u 2 y  w i l l  examine t h e  Isxsr-k'se2 T r z -  
cesa ing  a x ?  ~ . a ? . x f s z t * ~ r i n $  cptizn. 
SECTION 4 
SESSION 'T '  
R N I  EM OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION STUDY PROGRAM 
ADVANCED S PACE TRANS PORTATION TECHNOLOGY STUD IES 
OAST SPACE SYSTEMS STUDIES REVIEW MEETING 
JANUARY i ,  1978 
B. 7. Henry 
LaRC - SSD 
ADVANCED SPACE TRANSPORTATION 1 ICHNOLOGY STUDIES 
VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY 
S l MClE STAGE - LOX/ LH PROPULS ION 
- DUAL MODE PROPULSION 
- LINEAR ENGINE INTEGRATION 
- CONTROL COMF I CURED DES IGN 
- HEAVY LIFT- f3ALLISTICfWINGED 
- AIRBREATHING APPLICATIONS 
MULTISTAGE - AIRBREATHING BOOST 
- HEAVY LIFT 
ORBITAL TRANSFER 
- AEROMNEUVER I NG 
- CIIEMICAU ELECTR ICAL 
TRANS PORTATION SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
INTEGRATE0 EARTH TO GEO. 
N€AR TERM APPLIC. OF ADV. TECHNOLOGY 
OPT. SYSTEM MATRIX - MAX. TECH, COMMONALITY 
l MIERACTION - OPNS. TEcK / DES I GN TECH. 


DUAL MODE PROPULS I O N  SYSTEM COMPAR ISOMS 
REFERENCE VEHICLE: VTOHL LOX/ U.12 S ST0 
GLOW 1 952 000. KG 






CYCLF: RP/ LH 
* 
Lf NEAR - 
I NTEGRA L 
PARALLEL. 
CG/SC , -  
DUAL W PANDER 




INTEGRAL SER IES 
.t SEPARATE 





STUDY : APPLICABILITY OF THE CONTROL CONFIGURED DES IGN APPROACH TO 
ADVANCED EARTH ORBITAL TRANS PORTATION SYSTWlS 
OBJECTIVE: STUDY APPLICABILITY AND PERFORMANCE GAINS OF COPSTROL 
CONFIGURED DES IGN CONCEPTS AS APPLIED TO A S INGLE-STAGE-TO- 
ORRlT VEHICLE 
TASKS: I. - APPLICABILITY OF CCV TO SSTO TECHNOLOGY STUDY (LITERATbRE 
SURVEY) 
I I - STUDY RANGE OF STAT1 C STABILITY AND CONTROL POWER OVER 
ENTRY MISSION PROFILE (60 MOTION STUDIES) 
/ 
I I I - ESTABLISH LEVELS OF REQUIRED DAMPING AND RIGID MODE AUGMENTED 
FREQUENCY AND DETERMIM I F  CURRENT HANDLING QUALITY CR ITER lA 
ARE APPLICABLE TO CCV (60 MOTION STUDIES) 
I V  - IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES MOST PROMI S l NG TO CCV DES lGN 
CONTRACT: NAS1-14833, S75K, 12 MONTHS (SUPPORTED BY CODE RA) 




























STUDY : TUR BOJET-BOOSTED TWO-STAGE-TO-OR B I T  SPACE TRANS PORTATION SYSTEM 
DESIGN STUDY 
OBJECTIVE - TO IDEMIFY CRITICAL AND UNIQUE PROBLEMS, O N E U P  SOWTIONS, 
l NCOR PORATE l N O  CONCEPTUAL DES l GN 
TASKS - DISC1 PLINARY ANALYSES AND DESIGN TRADES 
- CONCEPTUAL OES I GM AND PERFORMANCE ANALYS IS 
- PRELIMINARY COST ANALYSIS 
- TECHNOLOGY REQU IRMENTS ANALYSIS 
CONntACT - $107K, 8.5 MO. (SUPPORTED BY CODE RA) 
INITIATED DECEMBER 7 ,  1977 - BOEING 
LAUNCH OPTION COMPAR ISON 






OPERATI W L  
MODE 
PROPULSION 
STIt UCT. & 
SUBSYSTEMS - A B C  
. 
HTOHL 
STAGED M - 3,5 
SSMEGROWTH :.' 













STAGED M 6 
SSMEGROWH 
GAS GEN RP 
' SERIES 





 ORIGINAL PAGE Ik 




COMPARISON OF ELECTRIC AND CHEMICAL CARGO O N  
50,000 ~g GEO DEPLOY 
GROSS PROPELLANT PROPELIANT VEH I C j l  LAUNCH TOTAL 







' O K -  
1 K 


















STUDY : TECHNOLOGY REQU IREMQTS FOR FUTURE EARTH-TO-GEOSY NCHRWOUS ORB IT 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 
OBJECTIVE - TO ASSESS THE TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS OF A VEHICLE MATRIX 
REPRESENTAT l VE OF A N  IRTEGRATED EARTH- GEO. TRANS PORTATI i'N 
SYSTEM 
TASKS - EVALUATE THE CAPABILITIES OF UZRTH-ORBIT AND ORBIT-ORBIT SYSTEAAS 
AS A FUNCTION OF TIME WITH NORMAL TECHNOLOGY GROWTH. 
- DETERMINE COSTS AND BENEFITS RESULTING FROM THE ACCELERATION 
OF TECHNOLOGY GROWTH IN AREAS OFFERING POTENTIAL H IGH YIELD. 
- DEF l NE PERFORMANCE POTENTIAL OF FUTURE SYSTEMS IMCOR PORATI NG 
ACCELERATED TECHMOLCGY GROWTH LEVELS AS A FUNCTION OF TIME. 
CONTRACT - 8192K, 12 MONTHS 
INITIATED FEBRilARY 1, 1978 - BOEING 

PLANS AND D IREC'IONS - IRANS PORTATION TECHNOLOGY 
CONTINUATION OF E f  FCRTS TO QUALITATIVELY EVA MATE TECHNOLOGY REQU l REMMTS 
AND GROMTH 
RESOLUTION OF UNANSWERED OUESTIONS 
HLLV - WINGED OR BALLISTIC 
- SINGLE- OR MULTI-STAGE 
A IRBREATHING PROPULSION APPLICATION 
DEFINE NEAR-TERM APPLICATIONS OF ACCELERATED ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
DEF l NE OPT I M A L  TRANS PORTAT ION SYSTEM/ TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
INCREASE EMPHASIS ON DEVELOPMENT OF IDENTIFIED CRITICAL AND/OR HIGH YIELD 
TEC HNOLOG l ES 
STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS 
PROPULSION 
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC DATA BASE 
OPERATIONS 
DES I G N  INTEGRATION 
STUDY: NEAR TERM APPLl CATION OF ACCELERATED ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
OBJECTIVE - TO DEF l NE A TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WH l CH BENEFITS 
NEAR-TERM SY S i  iMS AND PROV IDES DEVELOPMENT CONTI W I TY TO MEET 
FAR-TERM SYS7E1A REQU IREMENTS. I 
APPROACH - SENSITIVITY ANALYSES OF NEAR-TERM SYSTEMS TO DEFINE POTERITIAL 
HIGH YIELD AREAS 
- CORREIATION OF IDENTlF IED HIGH-Y IELD AREAS FOR FAR-TERM APPLICA- 
TIONS WITH NEAR-TERM REQUIREMENTS 
- DEFl N l T l  ON OF MOST EFFECTIVE OVERALL TECHNOLOGY 0EVELOP;dENT 
PROGRAM 
CONTRACT - ril5OK. 10 MONTHS 
fY 78 
OBJECTIVE - DEFINE FUTURE SYSTEM WHICH MAXIMIZES COMMONALITY AND BENEFITS 
OF SELECTED ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY 
8 
APPROACH - ANALYSES OF POTENTIAL APPROACHES TO SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS OF 
THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE TOTAL SYSTEM 
- IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNOLOGY DRIVERS FOR EACH, CORRELATION WITH 
JOEMIFIE0 HIGH YIEU) AREAS 
- DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM WHICH DERIVES MAXIMUM BENEFIT FROM A 
COMMON TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 
- DEFl NlTlON OF MOST EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT PHAS I NG 
COrJTRACT - $INK, 12 MONTHS 
FV 79 
OAST SPACE STUDIES REVIEW MEETING - SPACE TRANSPORTATION N E A  
PROGRAM STATUS PRESENTATION 
TO 
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
NASA HEADQUARTERS 
by 
James J. Pelouch, Jr. 
Propulsion Systems Section 
Space Propulsion and Power Division 
LEWl S RESEARCH CENTER 
January I I & 12, 1978 
I ,  
., ) 
Cia 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION STUOIES - O W V I E W  
SYSTUIIS CONCEPTS BRANCH 
PROPUS ION SYSTEMS SECTION 
WORK OBJECTIVE: MFIH THE REQUIREMENTS FOR FUIUIE SPACE PROPUSION SYSTEMS ANO 
MTERMINE THE APPLICABILITY OE CURRVn AND PLA1JNED PROQUSION 
TECHNOCOGY TO THESE RLQUIRUENTS. Pr<OMOTE A MUTUAL AWARENESS 
B€IW€EN THE PROPUS ION USES AN0 PROPUSION T E C W Y  COMMUNITIES. 
CURRfNT SCOPE: 
I 
EARTH ORBIT AND PLANETARY APPLJCATIONS 
CURRENT STUDY 0 PROP U S  IOCJ SYSTEM PERFORMANCE FORECASTING 




0 LOW -TtiRUST CONCEPTS ANALYSES FOR OPERATIOIJS Brmvtw lE0 AN0 GEO 
C hernial 
Electric 
0 COST, PERfORMANCE AND RELIABILITY STUOIES O f  ELECTROSTATIC 
PROPUSION FOR PLANETARY MISSIONS 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION STUDIES - OVERVIEW 
DISCIPLINES: 0 COST MODEL l NG 
o PERFORMANCE ANALY S l S 
@ PERFORMANCE PREDICTION (CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS) 
@ MISSION REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
@ DEVELOPMENT R l S K ANALY S l S 
AWARENESS: PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 0 IRECTIONS ALTERED BY: 
@ CHANGES I N  M ISS  ION MODELS AND PREDICTED TRAFFIC 
@ EVOLUTIONS I N  OTHER SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
. Cost and Weight of space Power 
. Environmontal Effects o n  Space Power 
. Cost d El0 Transporlation 
. Presenceof Men  in LEO or LEO o r b o t h  
. Space System Structural  Technology 
. Spacecraft Automation 
CURRENT LEVEL-OF-EFFORT: 
DIRECT IN-HOUSE 4 M-Y 
INDIRECT IN-HOUSE I M-Y 
R&D $ U W I K .  
SPACE TRANSPORTATION STUDIES - PRESENTATION OUTLINE (31 
e ADVANCED CHEMICAL ENGINE STUDY CONlRACTS 
8 EARTH-ORB ITAL APPLICATIONS FOR ELECTRIC PROPUS ION 
. CONTRACT OVERVIEW 
. IN-tIOUSE COST MODELING 
e IN.-HOUSE LaRClLeRC PROGRAM I N  LOW-THRUST CHEMICAL PROPULS ION 
. PROGRAMMATIC 
. STATUS 
. MlSSlON REQUIREMENTS 
. PRELIMINARY PROPELLANT PERFORWCE ESTIMATES 
. COST ANALYSIS 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION STUDIES - ADVANCED CHEMICAL ENGINES (4) 
OBJECTIVE: PROVIDE DESIGN AND PARAMETRIC DATA ON 
ADVANCED ENGINES FOR MIXED-MODE U O  AND O N  
VEHICLE STUDIES 




THRUST CHAMBER COOLING 
CYCLE BALANCE 
DELIVERED PERFORMANCE, WEIGHT AND ENVUOPE PARANlRRlCS 
PRELIMINARY DESIGNS (ETO ENGINES) 
BELL NOZZLE ETO ENGl NES 
CONTRACT NAS 3-19727 
AEROJET - COMPLtTE 
LINEAR AEROSPlil': El0 ENGINES 
CONTRACT NAS3-20114 
ROCKl3DYNE - COMPLETE 
BELL 81 DUAL-EXPANDER OTV ENGINES 
c ~ N T R A C ~  NAS3-21049 (PARA-LU BURN) 
AEROJET - END DATE 6/22/78 
SERIES BURN STUDY - TBD 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION STUDIES - ElECTRtC PROPULSION 4% I 
STUDY COMR ACT OMRV IEW 
06 JECT IVE: l DENT IN ADVANCES IN ION-00MBARDW ELECTRIC PROPUS ION TECHMOLOGY 
NEEDEDTO MEET MISSION R€QUIR€M€MS OVER NMI THREE DECADES AND 
ESTABLISH NATURE OF THESE 'ADVAW~S 
FY 78 S C O P t  0 PRIME PROPULSION 
r ELECTROSTATIC PROPLlLS JON 
@ 30-CM EMT BASELINE 
@ PriOTOVOCTAlC POWER 
ISSUES: STUDY S IGNIFtCAM COST DRIVERS 
6 LAWCH COSTS 
a POWER SUPPLY DEGREDATIOPS 
0 THRUSTER SYSTEM CHARACTER IST tCS 
0 COST AND WElGtlT OF POWER 
STATUS: NECOT I AT ION CONLPLRE - AWARD IMMINENT 
SPACE TRFASPORTATION STUDIES - ELECTRIC PROPUS ION 
OBJECTIVE: 
COST MOMLING 
DEVELOP FIRST-ORDER PERSPECTIVES ON ELECTRIC PROPULSION COST DRIVERS 
o SRBlT RAISING 'APPLICATIONS 
LEO-CEO COST 
FUNCTION OF 
UNIT OF PAYLOAD MASS 
f Cost Power Syslern Power 
Power I hwer system mrr 
I Thrust Propulsion System Mass 1 Thruster Specific Impulse 
I Thrust System Efficiency no Cost ( Leo-Geo Traffic 
MOST OF THESE VAR l ABLES ARE= MUTUALLY INDEPENDENT 
0 PROBLEM IS VERY COMPLEX 


I L E W I S  R E S E A R C H  CENTER S Y S T E M S  C O N C E P T S  B R A N C  i 




08 JECTIVE: INVESTIGATE THC FEAS l B  lL lTY OF CHEMICAL PROP U S  ION FOR LOW-THRUST ORB IT  
R A l S l  NG AND DEFINE THE TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS 
CNC_INE S Y S T E M  
a D E F I N E  P R E L I M I N A R Y  CONFIGUR- ,  
A T I O N S  
a P R E L I M I N A R Y  A N A L Y S E S  
CtiAMBER COOLING AND STRESS 
PUMP, DRIVE, AND CYCLE 
DELIVERED PERFORMANCE 
WE1 CHTENVELOPE 
V E H I C L E  S Y S T E M  
8 DEFINE PREllMlNARY C O N F l  CUR AT I O N S  




WE l GHT lENVELOPE 
- I'
D E S I G N  O P T I M I Z A T I O N  
e PERFORMANCE 
6 SIMPLICITY 
a MAX. UT l L  IZATlON OF AVAILABLE T f r~ * !O lOGY 
a CROWHIRECONFIGURING FlEXlB ILITY ' I 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION STUDIES - LOW THRUST CHEMICAL (101 
LeRC STATUS 
0 SOME INFORMATION OBTAINED ON M I S S I O N  REQUIREMENTS 
r PRELIMINARY Isp PREDlCTlON OF VARIOUS PROPELLANT CC?MB!NATIONS 
COMPLETE 
a PRELIMINARY ttYDR0GEt.J REUN.  COOLING INFORMAT ION GENERATED 
r COST ANALYSIS IN PROGRESS 
0 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM WE1 GHT SCALING CALCULATIOEJS IN PROCRESS 
0 SEARCIi INC AND ACCUMULATING l NFORMATION ON SHELF HARDWARE 















































































SPACE TRANSPORTATION STUDIES - LOW THRUST CHEMICAL I 
-- - -- --- ----- 
U 5) 
COST ANALYSIS - 
! 
-.---- 
8 EXPENDABLE VEHICLES - (SItUl lLE ETOI 
. Lsp WlLL MOST L l  KELY HAVE TO EXCEED 3% SEC. 
. NOPRELlMlNARYADVANTACEFORH-OORFORHlGHERDLPlSlTY 
PROPELLANTS I N  TtlE 350-400 S I C  Isp RANGE 
(HIGHERMASS~RACTION TENDS TO O R S l 3 L O E R  Ispl . 
. H-O CAPABLE OF 460 SEC. I,, 8 I00 10. THRUST, 200 P S I  PC 
8 REUSA6LE VAHICLES - (H-0, SINGLE-STAGE, 460 SEC. Isp) 
. MASS FRACTION WlLL HAVE TO EXCEED 0.95 TO BE C O M P n l T l V E  
WITH EXPENDABU: I F  ETO COSTS ARE OF SHUTTLE ORDER 
. FOR I70 COSTS $50lKp, REUSABLE I S  A CLEAR WINNEW 
. SIMILAR ARGUMENTS SEEM TO EXIST FOR HIGH THRUST OTV'S 
. ALL COST COMPARISONS ARE HIGHLY SENSITIVE TO MISSION 





SESSION 'T' - SPACE T2\:4S?ORTXTION 
DISC'L'SSIOS: S t a n  Sad in  mertionec! t k a t  t h i s  s t a 2 y  :<as a nlcCe1 
of the rnul t i -Center ,  mu l t i -yea r  t h e s e  stczies w i t h  t fine 
workin? r e l a t i o n s h i ?  e x i s t i n g  S e t i t e n  th2 Sa3i and Se2C 
qrou~s, drrd 3150 w i f ~  TSC dnc! I S T C  ?erso;?r,el, even thoucjh 
these Cent2rs receive no RX f u n d s .  The heavy in -hocse  e f f o r t  
i n  s u ~ p o r t  nf t3is s t u d y  was 2Lsc p r a i s e d .  
Space Trans?:r ta t ian Stndies (J. P S I O U C ~ ,  Jr., LeRC: 
DISCSSSIOX: X c ~ e  d i s c u s s i o n  cf nass eriver ccr!ce?ts, >I:. 
Pe louch  s t s t e l  =?at he nee5ed to Secore zo re  'aailizr ;?i?h 
HQ s?acs ?uxer fsr  grcpulsicn r c t i v i t i e s  . 
Disczss ion  of PY 79 ?lar.s ia Space Tracs2or t3 t i3n  
The p r o ~ e r  2lzce for -ass ? r i * r e r  ~r;?~L.si~n = c , T - ~ ; "  A,&-s Lr: the 
Troqr3x -.-:=s ZLsc"ss52;  s':;LIZ it je 2L252 tc t:e 233C SYS~~:, 
PlSCEDEIP PAGE BLANK F(QT FLMD 
SECTION 5 
SESSION 'M' 
REV I EW OF MULT I PROGRAM TECHNOLOGY STUDY PROGRAMS 
PRESEMATION TO OAST-CODE RX 
STUDY, ANALYSIS AND PMNNING OFFICE 
ADVANCED AUTOMATION NEEDS ANALYSIS 
PROGRESS REPORT 
RTOP NO. 790-40-13 
FUNDING: S75K in FY '77 
S30K in FY '78 
E ~ A L D  HEER 
JANUARY 11, 1978 
EH; 1-11-78 












































ADVANCED AUTOMAT ION NEEDS ANALYSIS 
c-*''J 
'. WORKSHOP II A - PLANETARY SURFACE 
'b ROVER TECHNOLOGY 
JET PROPULS ION LABORATORY, SEPTEMBER 28 AND 29, 1977 
RESULTS OC: MARS 1984 STUDY 
MAN1 PUCATION FOR PLANUARY SURFACE ROVERS 
LOCOMOTION FOR PLANETARY SURFACE ROVERS 
OPERATIONS FOR PLANETARY SURFACE ROVERS 
EHz 1-11-78 
SECT. 9301 p.7 
ADVANCED AUTOMATION NEEDS ANALYSIS 
WORKSHOP llB - COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 
FOR FUTURE SPACE MISSIONS 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1977 
ARCH ITECTURES FOR SPACECRAFT COMPUTERS 
TRENDS IN COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES 
TRENDS IN LS I TECHNOLOGY 
WHAT SHOULD NASA 00 IN COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH TO BE 
TWO ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE MORE COST EFFECTIVE IN 19901 
EH; 1-11-78 
SECT. 930; p.8 
ADVANCED AUTOMATION NEEDS ANALYSIS 
WORKSHOP 111 - MISSION OPERATIONS 
AND DATA MANAGEMENT 
CODDARG SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, NOVEMBER 15 TO 18, 1977 
NASA DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
SYSTEMS DEVELODMEMT METHODOLOGY IN M l S S  I O N  OPERATIONS 
0 ADVANCED SOFIWARE TOOCS FOR M l S S  I O N  OPERATIONS AND HIGH- 
LEVEL LANGUAGES 
* TOPICS IN MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS 
EH; 1-11-78 
SECT. 930; p.9 
ADVANCED AUTOMATION NEEDS ANALYSIS 
WORKSHOP IV - ROBOTS AND MAN-MACHINE 
SYSTEMS OPERATION 
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, FEBRUARY 1 AND 2, 1978 
SPACE RESOURCES AND COLONIES 
LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
MANNED AND AUTOMATED OPERATlONS fM SPACE 
WORKSHOP V - IMAGE DATA PROCESSING 
NASA HEADQUARTERS, MARCH 8 AND 9, 1978 
PROGRAMS AND APPLICATIONS 
- APPLICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY 
IMAGE SCIENCE 
EH; 1-11-78 
--- SEfrL-930. J O  ,, 




TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT - POINTING A N D  CONTROL 
OBJECTIVES 
IDENTIFY POINTING AND CONTROC TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS WHl CH 
SIGNIFICANTLY ADVANCE FUTURE AUTOMATED MISSIONS 
NEAR-EARTH, LUNAR, SOLAR AND PLANETARY MI SSlONS 
1985 - 2000 TIME PERIOD 
TO CONTRIBUTE TO ME ADVANCED PLANNING OF A MEANINGFUL AND FOCUSED 
TECHNaOGY PROGRAM IN  POINTING AND CONTROL FOR AUTOMATED 
S PACECRAFT 
TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT - POINTING AND CONTROL 
RATIONALE 
PLANNING OF AN EFFECRVE TECHNOCOGY READINESS PROGRAM PEPENDS 
GN A SOLID UNDERSTANDING OF THE DRIVER MISSIONITECHNOCQGY 
REQUIREMENT REIATIONSHI PS 
POINTING AND CONTROC TECHNOLOGY WILL PLAY A KEY ROLE IN FUTURL 



































P A Y L O A D  S O F T W A R E  TECHNOUKiY 
o CURHOtJT S T A T U S .  
- MID-TERM WEfWRT R E L E A S E D  ( D E C E M B E R  1976). 
- P A Y  LOAD S O F T W A R E  TPCfjNOLOGY PLAN RELEASED (JUNE 22, 1977). 
- S'SS S O R T I E  P A Y  I .OAD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY COMPLETED (JULY 1 ,  1977). 
- SPACEIJA B M I S S I O N  A S S E S S M E N T  COMPLETED /AUGUST 26, 1977). 
- P A  YIIOAD €IdEMk'NT A N A L Y S I S  SJiPETS REVISED A N D  UPDATED 
- GItOIJND-BASED SOFTWARE A S S F S S M E N T  IN PROCESS. 
- F I N A L  IcEPOft1' ON SCfifCD(JI,E. 
o HPMAII4INCi AC;TIVII'Y. 
- PIJ HI.ICAff ION OF F I N A  I. HE MIItT, 
- "FREE-F1.YER" ASSFSSMENT. 
SIJCCESSFUI, COMPlaUTION OF 'SIIIS TASK W I L L  REOUIR!' A MINIMIJM 




P A Y U A D  S O F T W A R E  T E C H N O L O G Y  
T E C H N O L O G Y  D R I V E R  S U M M A R Y  
S O F T W A R E  D E V E L D P M E N T .  
- S O F T W A R E  DESIGN E N G I N E E R I N G .  
- T R E N D  T O W A R D  S / W  D E V E L X ) P M E N T  B Y  N O N - P R O G R A M M E R S .  
- F A U L T - F R E E  S O F T W A R E .  
- A P P L I C A T I O N  O R I E N T E D  L A N G U A G E  DESIGN METH0DOIX)GY.  
- U W - C O S T  D E V E I A P M E N T  O F  A O L  C O M P I L E R S .  
S O F T W A R E  S Y S T E M S  A R C H I T E C T U R E .  
- ( D I S T R I B U T E D )  S Y S T E M  P A R T I T I O N I N G  / I N T E R C O N N E C T I O N  
TE CIfNIQUES. 
- V E R Y  U R G E  S T O R A G E  A C C E S S  S I M P L I F I C A T I O N .  
S O F T W A R E  F A U L T  (OWN O R  I N D U C E D )  D E T E C T I O N .  
- S O F T W A R E  R E C O V E R Y  ( A F T E R  F A U L T  D E T E C T I O N ) .  
- I I I G H - S P E E D  B U F F E R I N G  TECHNIQUES.  
- DESIGN A N D  C O N T R O L  O F  A D A P T I V E  S O F T W A R E  P R O C E D U R E S .  
- USE OF "NATURAL"  COMMIJNICATION METHODS.  
- E F F I C I E N T  L A R G E  A R R A Y  S E A R C H  A N D  S O R T  P R O C E D U R E S .  
- P A R A L L E L  P R O C E S S I N G  TECHNIQUES.  
- E F F I C I E N T  LA HGE A R R A Y  M A N I P U L A T I O N  P R O C E D U R E S .  

PAYLOAD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY 
T O P  PRIORITY TECHNOLOGY ITEMS 
o TI-01 R W  UIREMENTS DECOMPOSITION AND STRUCTURING GUIDELINES. 
o TI-08 INTERFACE CRITERIA FOR NASA DISTRIBUTED PROCESSOR 
EXWIRONMENTS. 
o T I -09  TASK CONTROL STRUCTURES F O R  DISTRIBUTED PROCESSOR 
- ENVIRONMENTS. 
o TI -10  PROGRAM ORGANIZATION METHODS F O R  REAL-TIME F A  U L T  
RECOVERY. 
o TI -15  RESTRUCTURED IMAGE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE FOR P A R A L L E L  
PROCESSING. 
n TI-17  CLASSIFICATION O F  ERROR MECHANISMS. 
o TI -20  SOFTWAR E TECHNOLOGY MONITORING. 
PAY LOAD SOFTWARE TECHNOIBGY 
SPACE LAB MISSION 1 
SOFTWARE TECklNOIBGY POTENTLAL 
DEVELOP PASSIVE SOFTWARE PACKAGES TO DEMONSTRATE AND 
EXPAND ON-BOARD SOFTWARE POTENTIAL TO ST§ USERS. 
f * - - - -  DATA EFFECTS ON IMAGE REC;ONSTRUCTION REAL-TIME S/W FUNCTION GENERATION/ 
\ - - 
LVAIAJATION AND SELECTION OF F--- 
IIA'IA DISPI-AY /INTERFACE TECtRSIQ COhrtMUNICATION METIDDS 
vN A It EAL. ON-BOARD ENVIRONMENT 
. -- 
.- . . f USE OF ON-BOARD COMPUTERS/SOFTWARE AS AN ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC TEST TOOL 
SLIIJE R U L E  CA LCU LATOR 
I o A P L  I 
CRAPIJICS GENERATOR I 
SCRATCt1 PAD (TEXT-DR AWINGS, 
ACTIVITY U G ,  ETC. ) L ----- 


PAYLOAL,  SOFTWARF TECHNOLOGY 
S O F T W A R E  TECHNOLOGY D E V E U 3 P m N T  PLAN 
SECTION I - I N T R O D U C T I O N  - T h i e  eect ion deecribem th% purpoee of  th i s  plan, the 
ecope  o f  tlra plan, and  the rnanner  in whlcll the plan i e  organized.  
SECTION 11 - SUMMARY - T h i e  eect ion i s  a n  execut ive e u m m a r y  of the Software 
Tcclrnology Development P l a n  and  l te  derivation. 
S E C T I O N  111 - D E S C R I P T I O N  OF S O F T W A R E  T E C I I N O L O G Y  I T E M S  - T h i s  eect ion 
i u  the deacript lon a n d  planned approach  to e a c h  of the Software Technology Dsveloprr.ent 
rrttrdiee selected.  
3. n I t em T I - n  
A IJPENIIIX A - Technology D r i v e r  Derivation. 









DETERMINE THE DEPENDENCY OF THE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD DATA SYSTElYl 
REQU I REHENTS UPON sc IENTIF IC OBJECT IVES ( INCLUDING USER 
PRODUCTS), PAY LOAD CHARACTERISTICS, AND PAYLOAD OPERATIONAL 
PR~CEDURES, IDENTIFY AND RANK BY RELATIVE POTENTIAL. AREAS OF 
. . -  
! ME# DATA SYSTU TECtlNOLOGY kIt I1 CH CONTR IBUTE TO TI1E EXPU) I EESCY ! 
. .  . . 
OF THE DATA SYSTEM AND/OR .REDUCE TtIE OVERALL CAP ITALIZAT ION . 
' AND OPERATION COST (L IFE CYCLE COST) OF THE DATA SYSTEM. 
APPROACH 
e SIR I VER PAYL,~ADS/PAY LO-AO GROUP I NGS 
r REDUCT I ON OF PAY LOADS/PAYLOAD GROUP I NGS TO A MANAGEABLE ' LEVEL 
END-TO-EN0 SYSTUSS ANALYSIS 
a TO DEJERIlINE THE IElPACT OF VARIOUS PAYLOAD DNEL~MM PtV\SP ON A ' 
SPECIFIC PAYLOAD DATA SYSTEM SUPPORT FUNCTIOMl E,G ,, THE IMPACT OF 
SENSOR DESIGN AND/OR OPERATIONS ON THE DATA PROCESSING S Y S T M  . . 
*. a TO D R E M I N E  THE DATA SYSTEH SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR A L L  THE PAYLOAD 
DEVELOPMENT PHASES; EbG ,, DEVELOPMENT PHASES SUCH AS MISSION PLANNING, 
OPERAT IONS, TRA I M IMG, AND DATA PROCESS I MG 
_ .  
a TO DETERMINE THE DATA SYSTEM IIARDWARE AND SOFTWARE TRADEOFFS REQUIRED 
TO SUPPORT Tl lE VARIOUS PAYLOAD DATA SYSTEM REQU I REMENTS (E ( i n ,  MRDWARE 
DRIVING SOFTGIARE AND VICE VERSA)' 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
6 SEIIS I T  I V I T Y  OF DATA SYSTEM LIMITATIONS TO STATE-OF-THE-ART AD'(ANCEMEIUT, 
TECIINOLOGY COSTS, AND PAYLOAD OBJECTIVES -- - -- 
e RISK ANALYSIS . 






e PHASE ONE 1 
DEVELOP A P A Y L O  MODEL FROM WHICH DRIVER PAYLOADS 
ARE TO BE SELECTED , 
0 PHASE TWO 
RANKING PROCESS TO SELECT POSSIBLE DRIVER PAYLOADS/ 
PAYLOAD GROUPINGS 
e PHASE TCIREE 
TOP LEVEL DATA SYSTEM: C F I U T I  AND EVANATION 
OF PHASE TWO DRIVERS -- IDENTIFY AND RANK DATA 




OR1 VER PAY LOADS ANALYZED FOR NEW DATA SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
LANDS ATISE AS AT PROGRAMS 
GLOBAL EARTH AND O C W  MONITORING SYSTEM 
LUNAR OItBI7ER 
'PLANETARY IMAGERY O R 8 I T E R S  
CRYOGENI CALLY COOLED I R  TELESCOPE-FREE FLYING ' 
.LARGE S O U R  OBSERVATORY 
COSMIC RAY LABORATORY 
LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY - 8 .  
LARGE X-RAY TELESCOPE 
MI CROCHMNEL SPECTROMETER . 
OED1 CATED ASTRONOMY S O R T I E  
.DEEP SKY ULTRAVIOLET SURVEY TELESCOPE (DUST) 
MOD1 F I E D  ASTRONOMY S O R T I E  
VERY LO?JG BASELINE INTERFEROMEfEii ( V L B I )  . 
EARTH VIEWING APPLICATIONS LABORATORY ( EvAL'~ .) 
SOLAR SORTIE 
ATMOSPH; MAGNETOSPH & PLASFlAS IN SPACE (AMPS) 
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHSICS S O R T I E .  
SOLAR POWER STATION ( S P S )  .PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 
SOLAR POUER SPACE TEST ACTIVITY 
PLANETARY SAMPLE RETURN 
COMPlERCI AL PROCESSING-CREI.! OPERATED 
"LONG TERM" BIOLOGICAL YtTERTALS RESEARCH 
SEARCH FOR EXTMTERRESTRI AL INTEL11 GENCE ( S E T 1  ) 
12-PERSON SPACE STATIOt l  IN S E O  
DISEASE PROCESSES RESEARCH 


a ADOPT DRIVER CONFIGURATION REPRESENTATIVE OF CLASS 
. 
ASSUflE MAXiMAL REALISTIC OPERATION 
e PROJECT PAYLOAD TECtINOLOGI TO USE DATE 
e TRADE-OFF OMBOARQ/GROUND FUNCTIONS 
4 UT ILI ZE I NPUT-PROCESS-CUTPUT FONIAT FOR ' FUNCT I OWL REQUI RWNTS .
e UTILIZE SYSTEM COMMONALITIES ACROSS PAYLOAD SPECTRUM 





t . . M~~)INAL PAGE B 
&wR QUALITY 
Tabla 3: ! Techaology vu. Payload S w ~ ~ r y  

0 GENERAL DRIVER PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY. REQUIREMENTS 
' 
LARGE PROGRAMS REQU I RE TECHNOLOG ICAL IMPROVEMENTS. , 
STRUCTURES, PROPULSIONJ ETC,, TECHNOLOGY ORIENTED PAYLOADS TEND TOREQUIRE 
. ,  
LESS DATA SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY THAN LARGE INFORMATION ORIENTED PAYLOADS 
(LANDSAT/SEASATj GLOBAL EARTH AND OCEAN MONITORING SYSTEM, ETC, 
r REOU I REMENT FOR EFF IC I ENT END-TO-EEID DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. 
. . 
o SPACE QUALIFIED MICROPROCESSORS, HIGH DENS l TY  MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS, . 
I 
AND STANDARD I ZED IIARDWARE I N~ERFAcEs ARE ESSENTIAL TO MOST FREE-FLYERS 
AND ALL SPACELAB-TYPE PAYLOADS, 
e PROCEDURE-ORIENTED HIGH LEVEL MHGUAGE DEV LOPMENT - .  .AND SOFTWARE SUPPORT TO 
i M I  CROPHOCESSORS ARE REQU I RED $OR ALL PAYLOADS, . 
... . . _ _ _ _  .., 
o ROBOTIC SYSTEf4 DESIGN, ROBOTIC SOFTWARE DEVELOPMEDJTJ AND SIIIULATION 
TECIIN IOUES ARE TIIE DRIVING TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE PLANETARY SAMPLE RETURN 
MISSIOIJ, 
o A/D CONVERTER I S  A IIIGII  RISK  ENABLING TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SET1 PROJECT, 
8 MASSIVELY PARALLEL PROCESSORS APPEAR TO HAVE GREAT POTMTIAL I N  MAKING 
FUTURE IflAGE PROCESSING REQUIRHIENTS REALIZABLE; 
e JOSEPIISON TUPINELING DEVICE COULD REVOLUTIONIZE OIJBOARD REAL TIME SYSTEM 
Y 
DESIGN AKD OPERAT I ON, 
SUPWARY AND CONCLUS I MS 
(CONTINUED) 
o NEW TECHNOLOGY RANK1 WG 
e MOST S I G M I F I C N l T  
. . . ,. .-. i 
e SPACE QUALIFIED :MICROPROCESSORS . .. 
. -.. - 
q MASS STORAGE 
o SOFTiIARE SUPPORT TO lVl ICROPROCESSORS 
.a  PROCEDURE ORIEMTED HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE 
a IiARDbIARE INTERFACE SThMDARD 1 ZAT I ON 
e LESS IMPORTANT THAN PREVIOUS GROUP 
e ONEOARD DATA RECORDER 
.. -- 
0 COC,1MUNICATIOMS LINKS 
o FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEM DESIGN. 
I END-TO-EEID DATA EASE MANAGEI4EtIT 
o INFORMAT I ON INTEGRAT I ON 
- o SOFTHARE STAflDARD I ZAT I ON 
a SOFTHARE RELIABILITY 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUS lOlJS 
- (CONCLUDED) 
o NEW TECIIYOLOGY AANK I NG 
e LESS IMPORTANT THAN PREVIOUS GROUP - EXTENSION OF EXISTING TECHNOLOGY 
e DATA COMPRESS IONMECOMPRESS 1014 
o IMAGE PROCESS 1% ALGORITIIHS 
9 PATTERN RECOGHIT ION/CLASSI FICATI ON ALGORITIIPS 
o SIMULAT I ON/HlUlATION TECHNIQUES 
r LESS IMPORTANT THAN ITEfJlS I N  PREVIOUS GROUPS 
0 DED ICATED SOFTWARE OPERATING SYSTEMS 














APPL I CAT IONS 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS . 
SUPERCONDUCTI NG CLOCKS - MOST L1 KELY CANDIDATE FOR SIGNI F ICAMT 









































































































































TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT - SPACE POWER 
SELECTED MISSIONS 
U (LUNAR x AND PLANETARY) 
RECON& 
MISSION NAISSANCE EXPLORATION INTENSIVE STUDY UTILIZATION 
LUNAR AND 1980-1982 1'984-1990 1985-2000 1992-2000 
INNER 






























v n  DENOTES MISSION COVERED BY PRESENT PROGRAMS 
TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT - SPACE POWER 
SELECTED MISSIONS 
(EARTH ORBIT AND SOLAR) 
RECON- 














































a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4  TECtiNOLOGY WJTIt MANNED SYSTEMS. 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































NMI TECHNOLOGY READINESS PROGRAM 4- TECHNOLOGY CANDIDATE RECOMMENDATIONS 
(TECHNOLOGIES DIRECTLY APPLICABLE TO SPACE POWER NEEDS) 





CANDI DATE TECHNOLOGY 
T H I N  F I  l M  Ga As 
P HOTOVOLTA I CS 
RADIO1 SOTOPE 
T t E R M I O N I C  GENERATOR 
OR ADVANCED RTC 
SYSTEMS WITH I E A T  
SHIELDIHEAT PI PES 
. 












> 2  
> I 





















ERR.  ' 
WyyLR 
YES .' 
NEW TECHNOLOGY READINESS PROGRAM 
TECHNOLOGY CANDIDATE RECOMMENDATIONS 






C N D I  DATE TECt1NOLOCY 
SOLAR FURNACE 
IREPLACES 50 kWe 
SUPPLY) 
FI BER OPTICS CABLING 
lGSf REQUIREMENT) 
ST1 RLINC REFRIGERATOR 
















































































































































































































































TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT - SPACE POWER 
TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT MISSIONS 
PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCES 
NASA PAYLOAD MODEL (HQ) OUTS I DE USERS PAYLOAD MODEL(0MI 1 
N A S A 5 - Y E A R  P IAN (HQ) OAST SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY MODELIGRC) 
+ OUTLOOK f 011 SPACE (HQ) FUTURE STS ANALY S l S STUDY (BAC) 
COMPLEX 1976 (JPL) M M S  SPACECRAFT PLAN (GSFC) 
REPORT ON SPACE SCIENCE (NAS) APSS AT JUPITER (GENERIC) (JPL) 
PAYLOAD DESCR I PTlONS (MSFC) PROBE & PENETRATOR STUDIES (ARC) 
TECHNOLOGY PAYLOAD MODEL (JSC) ADVANCED PLANNING STUD1 ES (AEROSPACE) 
cn 
3 SURVEYING EARTH'S ENVIRONMENT (JPL) 
TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT - SPACE POWER 
-3 PRESENT SPACE POWER 
TECHNOLOGY DWELOPMENTS 
TECHNOLOGY 
P W E R  C W E R S I O N  
LIGtlTWEIG~iT PIIOTOVOCTAICS 
SELENIDE RTG (SIG) 
B IPS IK IPS  
THERMIONICS 
SOLAR TkiERMOLLECTRIC GENE RATOR (STC) 
ENERGY STORAGE 
BATTERIES IMCd, Mli, AgI1) 
FUEL CELLS 
LlTtlllJM BATTERIES 
@ POWER PROCESSING AND MANAGEMENT 
MODULAR REGULATORS 
PULSED BATTERY CHARGERS 
* SOLID STATE SWITCHING AND PROTECTION 
MUL 11-PIIASE INVERTERS 
S fJECIAL-I'URPOSE TRANSFORMERS 
MICROLOGIC I PROCES SOR 
AIITOMATED PWER SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
READY DATE 















TECtiNOLOGY D E S I G N  A D V A N T A G E S  
READINESS A N D  DISADVANTAGES 
PROGRAM AND CONVElSION OF 
ESTIMATES BENEFITS T 0 DOLLARS 





AlTf RNAT WES 
SBENEf I1 
N l E l  PRESENT 
VALUE AND 



































































Advanced Autorrwti5n Yeeds A ~ a l y s i s  (E. Heer, JPL) 
DISCWSSION: JSC workshop w i l l  use r e s u l t s  from t h e  v a r i o u s  
space u t i l i z a t i o n  s t u d i e s  and w i l l  a l s o  p r o v i d e  a n  o p p o r t u n i t y  
f o r  t!!e workshop ? a r t i c i ? a n t s  t o  a s s i s t  t h e  i n Z i v i 3 z a l s  w o r k i a ~  
i n  space u t i l i z a t i o n  i n  312 e r e s s  of au tomat ion  and machine 
i n t e l l i g e n c e .  P o i n t  was cade t h a t  NEEDS i s  t h e  f i r s t  s tao 
i n  a a t o n a t i o n  t o  i n c r e a s e  3 r o d u c t i v i t y  ?er person .  
I n  a d d i t i m ,  Stan Sailin discussec? t k e  a n t i c i p t e d  new i n i t i a -  
- .  t i v e s  for t h t  n s x t  rlve y a a r s ,  one of w k i c h  is  autcnate3 
o p e r a t i c n s  . 
Technolo= Enablement - >lxl=ia le  4 e q u i r s a s n t s  f a r  2ointi.n; 
and C o n t r o l  ( X .  Backman, J?L 1 
DISCUSSION: LSST 2 o i n t i n c  3nC c o n t r o l  requirements were 
n e n t i o ~ e d .  
Pavioad Sof?.g?re Ttchr?oloqy (P. W s e ,  >I&S ' I sn2ut ixq;  f o r  
J -  Capps, >!S?C! 
DISZUSS1t):J: The "free f l i=r"  ssf t'n'are study ? a r c  of t h e  con- 
tract has j n s t  k e ~ u r i ;  c o n t z c t  wili be mace xitn GSPC for in- 
f a r r a t i o n .  I n  adc?ition, it %as sug;este.? t k a t  J. Cz??s zest 
directly ?rlFtfl 3.  alanchar5 (GSTC) cf t h a  XZS2S -,ra;ect. It 
~ 2 s  a lso  su?cesteZ t h a t  37L Se ccntactee fcz  izfor i i iz t i2n on 
CSN s ~ f t w a r e .  
It was x e n t i ~ n o d  that this stxk-: cgas:sn=zts t k e  3~1criati3n 
- 
st,;*. sir. 33se stazed t h a t  it a??eara,d th3-C 3rirnsr-{ 
-1 d r i v s r  focnC in = h i s  e f f o r t  :~;=s s ~ f t ~ r a r e  t -;elccr.e??. . ::, 
- - m *  Pay 1526 Dez3 Svs ter?.s >;2-.4 Techcleq-! Xe~;~~irexe?.t ;  - (L. Kz-'-- , . A . . ~ X ,  . ~ 1 3 ~  1 
DISCUSSIOS: The o n l y  hi# risk techno:c?y i t e n  ic2erAt i f ied  
dcrin,- t h e  s tu2y  xas fha 3C@ 3 s  .z-;'?y cez-:ertsr f.2r S X I .  
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OR POoR QUALITY 
Technolocy E?aSlczezt - Space ?cwer Svsteas  (J. S t e x n s ,  Z?L) 
DISCUS. '931: The n o s t  ii;?;?ortant re~circna~t fo r  space o w a r  
appears to be radiat ion hardness ,  whick e o i n t s  ta devs1:g- 
nents i n  t!!i;- f i l ' n  SaAs o r  similar technolo:iss. 3. .Aviv 
s tated that  a i c r c ~ a v e s  nay be size competitive x i t h  1ss"r 
power bzami2g to p l a n e t a r y  p r s b e s ,  Sdt cthars cl i spuce2 t h i s .  
Stan Sadin made t h 2  2oint that value ~f prssect t schnolagy  
efforts should be incluzsd in s tu2ies  so t h a t  "new stsps"  
can be identified. X r .  Stezrns ~anticned t h a t  t h e  final 
report on this sta2y 2e ta i l s  c3:SiZats t , : c h ~ o I o ~ i e s  B S ~ B ~ Z B ? .  
3 i scxss ian  of FY 79 Plans i n  Xuiti~rcgran T e c h ~ c i c ~ ~ ~  
Stan Saein ne~tioned t k a t  %?se are the  "hardest" s tu2 ics  
beczuse they are s~ broad and reqcire nission s o 2 e l s .  However, 
they are particularly useful to the d i v i s i o n s ;  f o r  t k i s  
reascn.. joint f z n d i n g  shculd  be considerae. 2 .  >?ulli? z3msnte i i  
that t hese  ty?e s t . ld iea  skould be r e p e a t e t  periodicslly f o r  
. - . . i ? i s ~ " i ? l i z ~  t: hei:, i ,?e;l t isy h i q h  ar.3 7 3 ~  ?rrcr:c; t2cI1- 
nolcqies. ?e fslt t hey  3r2 a l s o  v z l z z 5 l s  becazse ='lay 2 r e  
23 c b j e z t i - i s  losk  at CAST ~ c t i * . r i t i b ? s .  
- .  . . T5e 3 0 5 ~ i b i l i t y  CI Z C ~ Z ~  ~ 1 s t  ta2ies y.<Fth O S 7 3 S  F .  222-tz- 
ec2 Cata  ays  ten; . s3f t,c3r9 tschzcLcxy, z x i  : ryo<2n iza  ..s;+s 
raised. It was poir.'.,e4 c u t  t".? t '-,he t2c>.noic..;y 705t?l .i?.r 
valuablt in chin,- multi~r~qrsz ::te=!-z.eloc;~- stztiss. 
SECTIdN 6 
SESSION 'A '  
REV1 EW OF APPLI CAT IONS STUDY PROGRAMS 


VOIR/SEASAT FOLLO W - O N  TECHNOLOGY 
R E A D I N E S S  S T U D Y  - P A R T  2: S E A S A T  FOLLOW-ON 
STUDY OBJECTIVES 
GENERAL PROVl  DE l NFORMATI ON USEFUL TO NASA I N P I A N N I  N G  THE ADVANCED 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AND l NSURl  NG I TS RELEVANCE TO AGENCY 
NEEDS 
• I '  VOIR/SEASAT FOLLO W-ON TECHNOLOGY 
- i,'ij\ -- TI READINESS STUDY - PART 2: SEASAT FOLLOW-ON 
STUDY OBJECTIVES (contd) 
SPECIFIC PERFORM READINESS ASSESSMENT OF THE VO lR  AND SEASAT-B M I S S I O N S  
PROVl DES A N  EVALUATION OF THE MATURITY AT PROJECT START 
AND R ISKS  OF UTIL IZATION OF THE TECHNOLOGIES UPON WHICH 
USER-PROGRAM-OFF1 CE-DEVELOPED DES I GNS FOR THESE MI SSI  ONS 
DEPEND 
PROVl DES A COMPAKISON OF THE MATURITY OF THESE TECHNOLOGIES 
WITH THE MATURITY OF THE TECHNOLOGIES AT PROJECT START OF 
PREVIOUS JPL M I S S I O N S  TO PLACE IDENTIFIED R I S K S  I N  HISTORICAL 
PERS PECTl VE 
PERFORM BENEFITS ASSESSMENT FOR THE VOIR AND SEASAT FOLLOW-ON 
MISS IONS 
I DENTI F i  ES, FOR MUTUAL OAST /USER PROGRAM OFFICE CONS1 DERATION, 
POSSl B E  TECHNOL0C;Y ALTERNATI\ i S  WHl  CH MAY REDUCE R l  SK FOR 
AND IOR ENHANCE THE USER-PROGRAM-OFF1 CE-DEVELOPED BASELI NE 
DES l GNS 
PROVl DES MEASURES OF THE INCREMENTAL BENEFITS, R ISK ,  AND COST 
OF THESE A LTERNATI VES 
JLW 
1 113 /7R-7 
. I I  VOIR/SEASAT FOLLO W - O N  TECHNOLOGY C1- - READINESS STUDY - PART 2: SEASAT FOLLOW-ON 
GUIDELINES 
AREA 
- - - - --  
SOURCE Of BASELI NE MI SS l ON 
AND S PACCCRAFT DLSCRI PTI GNS 
. - . - - - - - 
SOURCE OF TLCHNOLOGY OPT1 ONS I 
ALTEHNAII VES 
. - - - . . . .- - - - - - . . - -. - -. - - . -  - - 
FMPHAS l S O f  TECHNOLOGY 
C ? i l  ONS /ALTERNATIVES 
BENt-1- I i,. "N SUPPORT 
OF THE SYNIHEI i I '  APERTURF: I 
- - - - -  - -- - -- - 
GU I DELI NE 
(SAME AS V O I  R) 
- 
V O l  R 
- - - -- - 
JI'L F Y  '57 AND '78 PRE-PRO!ECT 
ACTIVITY SPONSORED BY 
- 
NASA O S S l S L  
- -- - -  
JPL ( W I I t I  EMPt iASIS I 
I N D U S l R Y  
GOVERNMENT (TO l NCLUDE 
CONS1 DERATION OF NASA - 
RELATED DOD TECHNOLOCI ES 
I D E N l l f l E D  B Y  THE 
AEROSPACE CORP I N  A N  
FY '76 OASTIHX-S PONSORED 
STUDY*) * 
- - - -- - - --- 
ALL S I'ACECRAFT 
ENCI 1:EERI NG SUBSYSTEMS 
(EMPI IAS IS  ON OPTIONS 
'""'pli MI CHT PROVE 
RADAR (SAR 1 )  
NO SCIENCE SUBSYSTEMS I 
l NS TRUMCNTS 
NO GR0UF:D SUPPORT 
EQUl PMENT 1 
W-OPPORTUNITIEI~~UOYZ.~~~,  THE AEROS PACE 
---- 
- - -- --- SEASAT-B -- A - -- 
JPL FY '77 PRE-PROJECT 
ACTIVITY SPONSORED BY NASA 
0 A 
-- - -- -- -  
(SAM€ AS  V O I R I  
. - - -- 
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VOIR/SEASAT F O L L O W - O N  TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - PART 2: SEASAT FOLLOW-ON 
STATUS 





- - - -- - - - - - 
CaMPLETE 
I 
, - - - . -- - 
I N PROGRESS I 
MARCtI  1978 
-- - - - - - - . -- - 
I N PROGRESS I 
MARCH 1978 
- -  -- - - 
I N PROGLESS I 
MARCH 1978 
, - - - - - - . - - 
I N  PROGRESS 
MARC11 1978 
, - -- -- -- - - 
I N  PROGRESS 1 
JANUARY 1978 
, - - - - - . . . - - - - - . -. - 
I N PROCItESS I 
FEBRUARY 1078 
- . - 
I N PROGRESS I 
AI'RI 1 1978 
... . .  -. 
COMMENTS 
- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - ---- ---- 
ALI BAStL lNE COMPONENTS DCFl NED I N  OA-SPONSORED FY '77 PRE- 
PR(JIEC~ A C l l V l  TY AT JPL 
--- 2- -- - 
KEY OPTITjNS: ON-BOARD SAR PROCFSSOR, UNIFIED DATA SYSTEM 
l NVESTl GPTl ON OF NASA-RELATED DOD TECHNOLOGIES JUST BEG1 NNI NG 
HEADQUARTERS REV1 EW IAUGMENTATI ON OF PRESENT OPT1 ONS Ll ST I S  
REQUESTEG ( FOR LI ST, SEE APPEND1 X 1 
--- --- - -- -- P- --- 
BASELI NE TECI INOLOGY COMPONENT STATE-OF -DEVELuPMENT ASSESSMENT 
NEARLY COMPLETE, OPTIONS ASSESSMENT ONGOING 
- - - - -- 
BASELINE CGMPONENT COMMITMENT CONDI TION ASSESSMENT M A R L Y  
COMPLETE. OPT1 ONS ASSEC SMENT ONGOING 
- -------- ----- 
BASELl NE CCIMPOKENT R l  SK ASSESSMENT NEARLY COMPLETE. OPT1 ONS 
ASSESSMENT ONGOING 
- - - -- -- - - - - - - ..-- 
TECt INOLOGY MATURI I Y  COMPARI SON NEARLY COMPLETE 
- - - -  -- -- - - - - ----- 
IDENTIFICATIONIWEIGIiTING OF CRITERIA FOR ASSICiNMENT OF 
OPT1 ON BENEFI T I< AT1 NGS JUST UNDERWAY 
-- - - ---- -- ----.---- - 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS CURRENTLY EMERGING 
- - - - . - - -  .. . - . - - .- - - -- - - .-- I 
JLW 
3 =/1-6 r-7, 

VOIR/SEASAT FOLLOW-ON TECHNOLOGY 
R E A D I N E S S  S T U D Y  - P A R T  2: SEASAT FOLLOW-ON 
APPENDIX CONTENT 
STUDY APPROACH 
PRODUCT 2 - TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS LI ' 
PRODUCT 3 CRlTER l A  - COMPONENT STATE-OF-DEVELOPMENT SCALE 
PRODUCT 4 CRITERIA - CRlTERlA FOR COMPONENT COMMl TMENT TO A PROJECT 
PRODUCI 5 CRITERIA - CRITERIA FOR COMPONENT R l  SK  ASSESSMENT 
VOlR/SEASAT FOLLO W-ON TECHNOLOGY 




VOIR/SEASAT FOLLOW-ON TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - P A R T  2: SEASAT FOLLOW-ON 














VOIR/SEASAT FOLLOW-ON TECHNOLOGY i,pll- -:*.
' 'I\ 
READINESS STUDY - PART 2: SEASAT FOLLOW-ON 
PRODUCT 4 CRITERIA - CRITERIA F O R  C O M P O N E N T  
C O M M I T M E N T  T O  A PROJECT 
CONDITION 
- -.  -. - 
DEFI NI TI O N  I 
T t i t  COMPONENT STATE OF DEVELOPMtNT MUST CORRESPOND TO 
A I.E\/El OF 5 OR HIGtlER ON THE APPROPRIATE HARDWARE OR 
SO'TWAKE COMf'ONENT STATE -OF-DEVELOPMENT SCALE 
-- - -- - - - - -- - - - -  - - -- -- 
THC CGMPONENT MUST NOT PLACE REQUI REMENTS ON 
OTtlER SUBSYSTEMS W H l  CH REQUIRE THE1 R ADVANCEMENT 
BEYOND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART 
COMPONENT PIECE PARTS (OR THEIR EQUIVALENIS MUST 
BE A V A l l A B L T  ( A N D  R E M A I N  S O )  AND MUST MEET PROJECT 
QUALI TY REQUI REMENTS 
THERE MUST BE NO UNSOLVABLE PROCLEMS TO THE 
COMPONENT SURVl V I  NG A N D  FUNCTI ON1 NG I N THE EXPECTED 
ENV l RONMENTS 
COMPONENT MASS,  PCWER, AND VOLUME ESTIMATES MUST 
BE COMPATI B E  W I T H  SYSTEM PERFORMANCE C A P A B I  LIT1 ES 
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT COSTS A N D  SCHEDULE MUST BE 
CONS l STENT W I  Tt I  THE PROJECT PLAN AND ANTi  CI  PATED 
RESOURCES 
COMPONENT MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENTS MUST NOT 
EXCEED I NDUSTRY C A P A B I  LI TY I N QUALI  TY OR QUANTITY 
-~
VOIR/SEASAT FOLLOW-ON TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - PART 2: SEASAT FOLLOW-ON 
P R O D U C T  5 CRITERIA - CRITERIA FOR COMPONENT 
RISK ASSESSMENT - 
L (nv 
-- - - - -  - 
Ii(.IIFIO!OI,Y FYI  515  A ~ ~ L J  tIAS
DtMOt IS IHA I fD  1111 P r u f o R w t I c f  
Af1D I I f L I I M l  R IO l J IR tD  B Y  1111 
fvllSSI(M4 Of I F I I I R t S I .  CORNtS 
,'OlJUItIt, 1 0  A \ I A I F  Of D E v i l f ~ P  
M I N I  L l  VEl 0 1  5 OH Ill Oll f  N 
PAHA l lEL  ILCHNOlU(;Y U L V l l 0 l ' -  
WJNIS ARf f f A S I H L f  WI I l I I14  
A N I I L I P A l t D  RLSO\IHC1 S A f i 0  
SL l l FDUI f .  
- - - -- - - . . - - - - - . - -. -- - .
P I t O B I f M  I S  LIXAMOIIPI ACC At IB 
h W Y  BE SOIVLD RY l l r f  PP I ' I ICA-  
I l O N  Ill ANY Of11 0 1  A IIIJMHIR O l  
hf!lJll NE D l ' 5 IC t I  APl' l{OACtlLS. 
- - - - - - - - - - - -  
I'f R 5 O t H I L  Y1110 A l ( t  COFlSl OtHCD 
fXIJEHTS I N  I t lE lR  FIEIDS AND 
WIIO tlAVF SU( C t S S I I I I  IY 
SIJI*P(JI{I~D SI~,\IUR I~H(JJI(.IS 
Alcf A V A l l A B l f  
I.OMtrll I t tU IJ I  Of AHfJVt I'IKSONNFI 
I0 l J IWJ t (  I I O Y  I I 5  ~ ~ l R A l l O t 1  
IVIJIJI L) Bt I lHfA 
- - - -- - - - 
I ~I~IJI,~I I 5 ~ t m ~ w t ~  10 ~(II~I 5f r  AI I 
hV\ J01t I 'HOl i l f  M5 AIID 4LCtJRfi i t  LY 
hS5fSS l{ISY: 
fl lOll l, l! I S  YtIO\Y:r 1 0  IOHEStL 
1,105 I ~,II tw: I '~~OHI  fr,\s 
- - - - - - - 
- - -  - - - - - - --- - .- ---- 
I f V f L 5  0 1  R ISK  1 
- -  
IiLI I IJOLOGY DOLS NO1 C X I S I  Af4D 
M U 5 1  BE M V f L O f f O  f R O M  BASIC  
IJRl l l ( .1  1'1f 5. COHRISPUJDI t IC 1 0  -1 
41111LI PAIFD RLSOIIHCL. AND SCIIEI)Ulf PA f tA I I LL  IICHNOLOGY 
A K f  MARGlNA l  fOH  I'ARALLfI IECHNOLOCY DLVLLOPhVNlS ARE tX)I fEAS IB1 f  
OtVI  IOI 'MINIS.  
- - - 
fJKOHILM I S  SOMfY l l lA l  NcJVf i  AND 
h tO(J lR fS  A D f S l C N  AI'PRI'AI~H 
SIIOWINC %(ME I l I C f  IJIJI I Y  E.NU 
C I ( I A I I V l 1 t  
- -  -. -- - -- 
IJt  I(Sc~t1tJt I Of I I IC l1  OUAI I I Y ,  BlJ l  
L I M I I C U  APPLICABIL LXf'tRIENCE. 
A K i  A V A I I A B U  
- - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - 
tflOlJL14 I S  Y t & w t l  10 fOR tSF f  M1JS1 
MAJOR k I (0RIJMS AND ASSESS R ISKS 
W I  111 5WAL I,C( URACY 
INOUCH I S  KNIJWN TO fORESEE SOhU 
MINOR PftOHIFMS 
- - - - - - - -  . - - -. - 
PROBLEM I S  NOVEL, A I I t lOUCH 
S01UTIONS BASED ON D( IS1 INC 
lEClIt&L(!GY DO € X I  S I  . AND REQll l  RE5 
A DCSICN APPROACH O f  CONSIDiRABLE 
INGLNUl lY  AND CRLAI IV I  I Y .  
. - --- - - - -- 
PfR5OM:JfL O f  U N K W N  OR U U C S I I O M B I E  
C A P A J I L I I I E S  ARE AVAILABM.  
PLHSONML COMMI IhUNI 10 FHOJLCI 
I S  I I N D f l t H M I N I D .  
- - - - - - - 
NO1 E H W G H  I S  K W W N  1 0  fORLSIC 
MAJOR PROBlLMS OR ASSESS R ISKS 
NO1 ENOUGH I S  K W W N  10 fORfSFC 
MI t4OR PROBUMS.  
- - 

T E C H N O L O G Y  R E A D I N E S S  S T U D Y  PLAN 
OBJECTIVE 
o TO IDENTIFY AND EVALUATE TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES FOR A PLANNED AGENCY 
FLIGHT PROGRAM I N  GLOBAL SERVICES 
TECHNIQUE 
--- 
o REVIEW PLANNED PROGRAM 
o SMALL INTERDI SC l  PLlNARY TEAM WORKING WITH THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
TEAM 
o PROMI S I N G  SENSOR AND SUBSYSTEM AREAS SELECTED FOR ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 
RESULTS 
o TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT AND UPDATED ART- SRT PLAN 

T E C H N O L O G Y  R E A D I N E S S  S T U D Y  A C T I V I T Y  
o ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SATELLITE - M I S S I O N  STUDIES UNDERWAY 
o EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE - PROGRAM PLAN BEING DNELOPED - 
THREE INSTRUMENT SETS: 
0 TIROS 
0 AEM 
\3 PUBLIC SERVICE PLATFORN1 
BACKGROUND 
o PRELIMINARY SYSTEM DESIGN FOR A PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 
DEVELOPED AT GSFC IN 1977. 
DESIGN WAS TECHNOLOGY CONSTRAINED - 
PRIMARILY FOR COST REASONS. 
OBJECTIVES 
o USE PSCTS CONSTRAINED DESIGN AS A BASELINE FOR 
DEVELOPMENT OF UNCONSTRAINED TECHNOLOGY 
CONCEPT. 
o USE CONCEPT TO IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY DRIVERS 




PUBLIC SERVICE PLATFORM 
o REVIEW REQUIREMENTS BASIS FOR PSCTS 
SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPT. 
o EXTENDIEXTRAPOLATE CURRENT DESIGN 
CONCEPT TO "OPTIMIZE" CAPABILITIES. 
o IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 
OPTIONS FOR OPTIMIZED DESIGN CONCEPT. 
o EVALUATE IDENTIFIED TECHNOLOGIES FOR 
READINESS IN -1985 TIME-FRAME. 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS 
o IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES FOR MEETING MISSION 
REQUIREMENTS (OPTIONS, EXTRAPOLATION, ETC.) 
o EVALUATE INCREMENTAL BENEFIT TO MISSION FROM EACH 
TECHNOLOGY ALTERN.4TIVE (BENEFITS MAY LIE IN 
PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, COST, SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY, ETC.) 
o TO MAX. EXTENT POSSIBLE EXPRESS INCREMENTAL MISSION 
BENEFITS IN COMMON ($1 TERMS. 
o ASSESS COST AND RlSK FOR EACH INCREMENTAL BENEFIT (E.G., 
COST - HIGH >2M, MED 0.5 - 2.OM, LOW ~ 0 . 5 M :  RlSK - 
FUNCTION OF FLIGHT DATE AND LEVEL OF DEMONSTRATION 
REACHED) 
o RECOMMEND TECHNOLOGY AREAS FOR R&D ON BASIS OF 
u COST/BENEFIT EVALUATION. 
SCHEDULE, FUNDING, MANPOWER 
SCHEDULE 
o START 3 JAN 78 
o SOWIPR PACKAGE COMPLETE 3 FEB 78 
o TASI< ORDER AWARD 3 MAR 78 





EVALUATE USE OF PENETMTOR CONCEPS FVR FVPURE EARTH EXPIAIRATION 
Phase I Activities 
Determine characteristics t o  be measured: 
Mineral Deposit8 
Oil & Gaa Accumulations 
Geothermal Resources 
Environmental & Engineering Application8 
Conceptually iRcntiFy methods of' measurementr 
Geochemical 
Biological 
Ceuphye l c a l  
Convene workshop with Geooat Camittee and Government 
part ic ipmts t o  exchange ideas: 
Evaluate potential uses 
Determlne important mcasuremente 
I d e n t i f y  demonstrat ion project( s) 
Identify s i t e s  for cme studies to  simulate penetrator 
application(e) for important potential uses: 
Reconstrust actual ore deposit s i t e ( s )  t o  a pre-mined condition 

















ORIGINAL PAGE I5 
OF POOR QUALITY 
PLACE STUDY METHODOLOG'I 
MISSION - --x- 




IEXPLORATORYI -%ONCEPI'S> - - - -  - - (NORMATIVE) 










DERIVATION OF MlSSlON OBJECTIVES 
7 
GE FORMULATlOtJ OF KEY H I S S I O N  OBJECTIVES 
-- LITERATURE SEARCH 
-- PREVIOUS STUDY RESULTS 
-- MISS I O N  REQUIREMENTS BOARD 
SELECTION CR ITEH I A  
-- ECO~IOMIC AllD OTHER SOCIAL  ' IMPORTANCE 
-- D I V E ~ S I T Y :  OBJECTIVES, TECH~JOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 
OBJECTIVES APPROVED EY NASA FOR PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
KEY OBJECTIVES 
AGRICULTURE ,- CROP PRODUCTION FORECASTING 
e 
- IDENTIFY CROPS 
- MEAStIRE ACREAGE 
- ESTllUlATE YIELD 
- MEASURE PRODUCTION 
RANGE MANAGEMENT - GRAZING POTENTIAL DETERMlNATlOM 
- EVALUATE STATUS APJD MEASURE CARRYING CAPACITY 
- ESTIMATE LIVESTOCK COUNT 
- ESTllrAATE FORAGE PALATABILITY 
FORESTRY - TIMBER STAND VOLUME ESTIMATION 
- IDENI'IFY TREES 
- EVALUATE QUANTITY AND QUALITY OFTIMBER 
GEOLOGY - GEOLOGICAL RESOURCES LOCATION 
- LOCATE ORES • 
- LOCATE FOSSIL FUELS 
- LOCATE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
- LOCATE GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 
KEY OBJECTIVES 
. 
LAND USE - LAND USE AND CENSUS ENUMERATION 
- CREATE THEMATIC AND LAND USE MAPS 
- DETEOT CHANGE IN  LAND USE 
- ESTIMATE POPULATION 
WATER RESOURCES - WATERSHED MONITORING 
- MONITOR SURFACE SUPPLY OF FRESH WATER 
- FJIEASURE GROUNDWATER FLOW AND STORAGE 
- INTEGRATE RAINFALL AND EVAPORATION DATA 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY' - WATER POLLUTION DETECTION 
- DETECT, MONITOR, AND TRACE FRESH WATER POLLUTANTS 
- MONITOR EUTROPHICATION 
- MEASURE SALT WATER INCURSION 
9 DISASTER ASSESSMENT - ABRUPT EVENT EVALUATION 
- MONITOR AND ASSESS DISAST~RS 
- MONITOR NON-CALANliTOUS ABRUPT EVENTS 
IFOV DOWN TO 5-10 METER 
AMPLITUDE RESOLUTION TO O.l4.5% (8-10 BITS). 
DATA HATE TO GIGABIT/SEC RANGE 
VARIABLE RESOLUTION/Z00M CAPABILITY 
MAKE OBSERVATIONS IN ANY WEATHER, DAY OR MIGHT, UP TO REALTIME 




L.ANDSAT H - SYSTEM CONCEPT 
e EXTENSION OF OPERATlOrJAL LANDSAT PROGRAM 
, (APPROX. 19951 
a INCORPORATES OPTICAL AND SAR DEVELOPMENTS OF 
LANDSAT F AND G 
SMART OPTICAL SENSOR ALLOWS FOR INTELLIGENT ON- 
BOARD F.DITING/DATA REDUCTION 
SVNTHE TIC APERTURE RADAR PROVIDES MULTI-FREQUENCY. 
ALL WEATHER IMAGING CAPABILITY 
ON-BOARD PROCESSING AND STORAGE ALLOWS FOR CHANGE 
DETECTION AND OR INFORhrlATION EXTRACTION 
HIGH RESOLUTION POINTABLE IMAGER PROVIDES GREATER 
DETAIL IN SELECI ED TARGET AREAS 
ACTIVE VISIBLE SENSOR PROVIDES ATMOSPHERIC CALIBRA-. 
TION, LUMINESCENCE, NIGHT IMAGING 


MICROSAT - SYSTEM CONCEPT (CONTINUED) 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 
FREQUENCY IS 1.4 GHZ (L BAND) 
ANTENNA SIZE APPROXIMATELY, 
600M X 1300M 
OBJECTIVE CONTRIBUTED TO: 
SOIL MOISTURE 
RELATED SPACECRAFT: 
ALL MICROWAVE SYSTEMS 
EXCEPT TEXTURE SYSTEMS 
GROUND RESOLUTION - 1KM. ORBIT - 1MW)KM, TIME PROJECTION: 1588-1992 
' REPEAT CYCLE - 3 DAYS (2 SPACECRAFT), 
IlADlOMETRlC TEMP. RES. - I0K 
DATA RATE (PEAK) - 59 KBPS MEASURE OF RISK: MEDIUM 
FERRIS WHEEL RADAR - SYSTEM CONCEPT 
o LARGE. (30 KM DIAMETER) ROTATING CABLE STRUCTURE 
THAT RELIES ON CABLE TENSION FOR SUPPORT. PRESUMES 
PREVIOUS COMMITMENT TO ASSEMBLY OF LARGE STRUCTURES 
IN SPACE 
REAL A P E R ~ U R E  HADAH OPERATES AT LOW FREQUENCY 
(30-300 MHZ) FOR GROUND PENETRATION 
RESULTANT RETURN SIGNAL CAM MAP MATERIALS 
(BOUNDARY LAYERS AND GROUNDWATER) 
SPACECRAFT SPIN VECTOR IS FIXED I N  INE RTlAL SPACE 
PROBLEM AREA TO BE EXAMINED IS THE ATTENUATION 
EFFECTS OF THE IONOSPHERE. 
e IC CHIPS FORM ELEMENTS OF A RANDOM SP.ARSE PHASED 
ARRAY 
TRADE BETWEEN CW AND PULSED IMPLEMENTATION YET 
TO BE PERFORMED 
FERRIS WHEEL RADAR - SYSTEM CONCEPT 
(CON71NUED) 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS SYSTEM COMSlDERATlOMS 
3 K M  DIAMETER OBJECTIVES CONTRIBUTED TO: 
GEOLOGIC RESOURCES LOCATION 
o DEPTH OP 1 TO c 7 5  :-(ETERS, DEPEJfDIl4G GROUNDWATER MAPPING 
ON SOIL TYPE,  MOISTURE SOIL MOISTURE 
300 M GROUND RESOLUTION COMPETING SPACECRAFT: NONE 
VERTICAL TARGET RESOLUTION BELOW 
GROUND SURFACE - APPROXIMATELY 2M 
TIME PROJECTION: 19952000 
FREQUENCY - 30-3OO MHZ MEASURE OF RISK: HIGH 
SPIN RATE APPROXIMATEL 1 REV/HR 
PLACE 
--- 
TECtlNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS ANALYS I S  OUTPUT 
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS 
SPACE PLATFORMS 
COtlMUN I CAT I ON L l  NKS 
PREC'ROCESS I NG SYSTEMS (SPACE AND GROUND) 
I NFORMAT ION EXTRACT I ON PnOCESS I NG SY STEPIS 
(SPACE AND GKOUfiD) 
-- USER MODELS 
-- LARGE DATA BASES 
-- DATA ACCESS1 NG l E C H N  I QUES 
o DATA D I SSEM I NATION 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION PROSPECTS 
LARGE STRUCTURES 
a 
PR IOR ITY STRUCTUR I NG METHODOLOGY 
- 
OBJECTIVE: TO HELP DECISION MAKERS I N  ALLOCATING LIMITED AMOUNTS OF 
MONEY FOR DEVELOPMENT O f  TECHNOLOGIES SO AS TO MAXIMIZE 
BENEF 1 TS 1 .  
ME THODOLODY : TWO METHODS DEVELOPED 
"TOP-DOWN" : SIMPLE, FAST, .DOES NOT GUARANTEE OPTIMUM 
RESULTS 
E N A B L I N G  T E C H N O L O G Y  F O R  G L O B A L  S E R V I C E  M I S S I O N S  
OAST SPACE SYSTEMS REVIEW 
NASA HEADQUARTERS 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
JANUARY 11-12, 1978 
W. R A Y  HOOK 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 


S P A C E  S E R V I C E  P L A T F O R M  C O N F I G U R A T I O N S  
- 
THE SPACE SERVICE PLATFORM A4 l SS ION PROF1 LE I DEMTIFIES THE FOLLOW lMG 
PLATFORM CONFIGURATION: 
1. INFORMATION SERVICE PLATFORM (I SP) 
o LARGE COMMUNICATION ANTENNA ARRAYS 
o HOUSES LARGE AMOUNT OF COMPUTERIDATA PROCESSING AND 
COMM UN I CAT I ON EQ U I PMENT 
2. DATA ACQUISITION PLATFORM (DAP) 
0 15 TO 300 METER ANTENNAS - RADIOMETRIC, IR, OPTICS 
o MULTIPLE SENSORS EACH WITH MICROPREPROCESSING CAPABILITY 
3. POWER SERVICE PLATFORM (PSP) 
o LARGE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
o LASER FOR TRANSMl7TlNG ENERGY 

F U T U R E  N E A R  E A R T H  S P A C E  E N E R G Y  N E E D S  
ENERGY 




ORB I T  TO ORBIT 
PROPULSION USER 
SPACE CONSTRUCTION 
0 SPACE MANUFACTURING 
OCEAtl RESOURCES 
IlOClPROPULS I VE 
*SPACE MANUFACTURIYG MODULE ELECTRICAL 






lo5 - * SPACE CONSTRUCTION BASE 
* PURLAZ SERVICES COwlUNICATIOI(S / 
103 
102 
Y E A R  
o ~RIIIER~MARS * MISSIONS INCLUDED IN FIVE-YEAR PLANS 
.- o TIRO<-M + BASED 014 GEO PAYLOAD DELIVERIES OF 
1 5 8 
0 AJOLLO , 10 -10 KG ANNUALLY I N  1990's 
* 
SURVEYOR I I 




S P A C E  T O  S P A C E  P 3 W E R  S Y S T E M  E F F I C I E N C I E S  
POWER XMISSION 1 DC to DC EFFICIENCY, 40  1 OVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY, O/O 
SYSTEM I PRESENT I PRCJECTEDO~ PRESENT I P R O J E C T E D ~ ~ S T ~ J ~  
MICROWAVE I 55* I 65 1 6 (S i  Cells) 1 12 (GaAs Cells) 
0. 1 (Nuclear Gas 
Core Reactor) 
DIRECT PUMPED IASERS I I 
10-30 (MHD Nuclear  
Gas Core 
Reactors) 
CONVENT l ONALLY 
POWERED LASERS 
--- 




5-35 I. 1 - 3 (SI ~ e l l s )  
.O1 (Nuclear Gas 
Core Reactor) 
* MEASURED 




0. 1 - 0.2 
NOT APPLICABLE 
NOT APPLICABLE 
1 - 6 (GaAs Cells) 
4 - 23 (MHD Nuclear  
Gas Core 
Reactors) 
1 - 2  
25- 35 (Gas Core 
Reactors) 

L A S E R  V S  S O L A R  E L E C T R I C  P R O P U L S I O N  
C O S T I N G  A N D  P E R F O R M A N C E  D A T A  
- 
SHUTTLE LAUNCH COSTS $20M/FL I GHT 
PHOTOVOLTA lC ARRAY (GaAs) COSTS ($20-TONVATTI $251WATT 8 
POWER PLANT R and D COSTS $1,5OQM 
LASER R and D COSTS $5(#WV\ 
SPACE BASED POWER SYSTEM COSTS (1 GWe OUTPUT): 
o CONSTRUCT ION $5, OOOM 
o OPERATIONAL (ANNUAL) $10M 
o MA INTANENCE (ANNUAL) $3@A 
EFFICIENCIES: 
o SOLAR PHOTOVOLTA l C 
o LASER PHOTOVOLTA I C 





S P A C E  P O W E R  P I -ATFORM 
C O N C L U S I O N S  
o SYSTEMS ANALYSIS , ' 
0 ACCELEftATINC SYSTEMS: BEST CASE FOR SPACE-TO-SPACE POWER 
0 UCl l lTY  SYSTEM : MARKET NOT THERE IN 1995 
0 POWER MODULE FOR LARGE (APPROX. 250 KW) ZERO G USERS NEEDS STUDY 
0 NEtO INTEGf(ATED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM STUDY 
0 STRUCTURES 
--- 
0 MRCE STRUCTURES WITH LARGE MASS COMCWlRATlON 
0 FlGlJC(E CONTROL MIRROR ARRAYS 
0 RADIATOR DESIGNS 
o MATERIALS 
-- 
0 RAI) IATION RES l STANT STRUCTURAL MATERIAL 
4 l11GIl 7fMfJERATURE MATERIALS Mi10 AND LASER APPCfCATlONS 
o CONTROLS 
0 POINTING AND FIGURE CONTROL: LASER TRAtJSMlTlER AND RECEIVER 
ENERGY MAhAGEMEttlT 
o POWER 
0 LASER: CLOSED CYCLE - LONG LIFE - HIGtI POWER 
0 NUCLfAR CJOWER: GAS COftE REACTOR - MHD 
SOIAN CELLS: IIIGH E r F I c I m c y  - COST REDUCTION-RADIATION RESISTANCE 
; ' 6  
o PftOPULSION 
--A 
LASCR POWER TIIERMAL ENGINE 
C O N C L U S I O N S  
o MAJOR INCREASES IN SPACE POWER LEVELS AND ENERGY NEEDS PROJECTED IN THE 
1990' S 
o CENTRAL UTILITY CONCEPT ATTRACTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO SOME ON- BOARD SPACE POWER 
SYSTEMS - HOWEVER, BENEFITSIR I SKSICOSTS ASSESSMENTS REQUIRED 
o MATURING MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY; EMERG lNG LASER TECHNOLOGY 
o MAJOR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT BUDGETS FOR LASERS AND H I G H  POWER SYSTEMS 
ARE IN DOD AND ERDA; HOWEVER, SYSTEMS ARE NOT AIMED AT N A S A ' s  POTENTIAL 
NEEDS 
o LASER TRANSM ITTERIRECEIVER SMALL SlZElMASS COMPARED WITH MICROWAVE 
0 D IRECT PUMPED NUCLEAR LASER WOULD ENHANCE OVERALL SYSTEMS EFFlC IENCY 
o LASER GENERATION AND COLLECTION SYSTEMS M A Y  BE DIFFERENT FOR PROPULSION 
AND FOR REMOTS ELECTRICAL USERS (E. G., CO, C02  FOR THERMAL ENGINES, V l S l  BLE 
FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC LASER RECEIVERS) 
a3 
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PUBLIC I N F O R M A T I O N  M A N A G E M E N T  S E R V I C E S  S Y S T E M  
M A J O R  P R E S E N T  JPL ACTIV IT IES 
SPECTRAL COMPARISONS 
RADIATIVE DISCRIMINATION 
- INCIDENCE ANGLES 
.SPAT LAL RESOWTJON 
- TEMPORAL RESOfflTtON 
W O R N .  UTIUTY 
SPECTRAL SEPARATION 
f UNWITTER POWER 
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LOCATION/RECTIFICATION DELIVERY T lMEUMSS MULTISPECTUL MAPS 
CALIBRAT ION/CORREUTION DATA RATE 5 MA? OVEiiiAYf I 
GEOPHYSICAL CONVEBSIOY STORAGE AND ARCHIVING GEOREFERENCING 
MERGING/BLENDING ' ACCESSING METHOOOCOGY lNT€WTIVI  GWHICS 
A S S l M l l A T l O N ~ O O E ~ G  
A M L Y  SI s 
POURlZAT ION 
E3 VIEWING AND SCANNING 
lb 
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-+ PUBLIC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES SYSTEM 
JPL A P P R O A C H  
DISCIPLINES 47 ID€NTIFIED IN 5 TERRESTRIAL REGIMES + 
PARAMOUiS 162 IDFNTIFIED IN 7 MEASUREMENT TYPES 
t 
MEASU-T NEEDS MOST DEMANDING CAPABILITY SPECIFIED/ 
M I N I M U M  USEFUL VAUJE 
APPLICABLE SENSORS 116 IDENTIFIED IN 5 X 7 MATRIX 
t 
SENSOR REQU I REMNTS .PRESENT CAPAB I LITYPRQJECTED NEED 
t 
PROCESSING, D I S S E M I ~ A T I O N  36 FUNCTIONS IDENTIFIED IN 4 ROW 
& DISPLAY FUNCTIONS OR l ENTATI ONS 
PUBLIC I N F O R M A T I O N  M A N A G E M E N T  SERVICES S Y S T E M  
E A C H  D I S C I P L I N E  H A S  D I F F E R E N T  
M E A S U R E M E N T  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  



















4 162 PARAMETERS 
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE CHU)ROPHY 1, -,, 
r 
PRECISION 
RESOLUTION H, V 
TEMPORAL REPEAT 
REFERENCE SOURCE 
PUBLIC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES S Y S T E M  
SUMMARIZING M E A S U R E M E N T  







VERT lC AL TEMPORAL 
PUBLIC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES S Y S T E M  
MEASUREMENT OPTIMIZATION DEPENDS 
ON T Y P E  OF B A L A N C E  OR TEXTURE 
P R O B L E M  UNDER STUDY 
WATER 
lCE/SNOW M 3 . X U C T  LMPQME NTATlON CONCEPTS 
WLCUL 








B A U M E  
1 . ASSIGN MEASUREMENTS 









PUBLIC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES S Y S T E M  




















ENGINEERING ?REPARAT ION DATA PROCE SSJNG 






1 IUN* OUENTED 
)NTOIMAT ION MANAGME NT 
D 
DECISION AID 
TRANSfER & OCSSlMlNATlON 
ARCYIVING I, ALCESSOIV 
INFORMATION OlSPUY 
DATA RATES 
r LINK TYPES/).(UMIERS 
I 
7 DYNAMIC ASSIMIUTION 
MASS STORAOI 
ACCESSIDU 








PUBLIC I N F O R M A T I O N  M A N A G E M E N T  SERVICES SYSTEM 
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
S T R A T E G I E S  
A 
ECOElOMlC ' SYSTEM/ 
OR SOCIAL *- SUBSYSTEM 
M E A S U R E M E N T  P A R A M E T E R S  
MAJOR EARTH APPLICATIONS 
D ISClPLlNES 
ATMOSPHERE AND ICE OCEAN 
CU MATE 
U P P ~  ATMOS PHERE RESEARCH 
STRATOSPHERI C CONTAMI NATl ON 
IARGE SCALE WEATHER FORECASTS 
SMALL SCALE. WEATHER FORECAST 
WEATHER RESEARCH 




BIOLOGICAL LAND USE 
SURFACE WATER l NVENTORY 
SO1 L MOI STURE BALANCE 
WETLAND MANAGEMENT 
FRESH WATER CONTAMI NATI ON 
CROP YIELD MANAGEMENT 





GLOBAL OCEAN CONDITION FORECASTING 
COASTAL OCEAN CONDlTl ON FORECAST1 NG 
PHYS t CAL OCEAN RESEARCH 
OCEAN ENG I NEER I NG 
MA R I  NE GEOLOGY 
OCEAN GEODESY AND BATHYMETRY 
LIVING MAR1 M RESOURCES 
BIOLOGI CAL OCEAN RESEARCH 
OCEAN CONTAMI NATI ON 
CHEMICAL OCEAN RESEARCH 
PHYSICAL LAND USE 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC MAPPING 
SOCIALIPOLITICALIECONOMl C MAPPING 
CARTOGRAPHY 
EARTH GEODESY 
LAND USE MANAGEMENT 
SOIL MANAGEMENT 
ROCK /MINERAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
TECTONI CS RESEARCH 
GEOTHERMAL ANOMOLI ES 
EARTH GEOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
MILITARY AND SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
TACT1 CAL A I  R FORCE OPERATIONS 
STRATEGI C A I R FORCE OPERATI ONS 
TACTI CAL NAVAL OPERATI ONS 
STRATEGI C NAVAL OPERATI ONS 
TACTI CAL ARMY OPERATI ONS 
STRATEGIC ARMY OPERATIONS 




M E A S U R E M E N T  P A R A M E T E R S  
OCEAN DYNAMICS 
. 
ASTRONOMI CAL AND STORM T I  DES 
SEA SURFACE WIND SHEAR AMPLITUDE I DIRECTION 
WAVE HE I GHT AMPLl TU DE 
WAVE LENGTH AMPLITUDE I D l  RECTION 
OCEAN SURFACE CURRENT AMPLITUDE I D l  RECTION 
OCEAN SURFACE CURRENT LOCATION 
COASTALIESTUARY C I  RCUl ATION AMPLITUDE /DIRECTION 
COASTALlESTUARY C I  RCULATI ON LOCATl ON 
UPWEUl NG LOCATI ON IEXTENT 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT LOCATION /EXTENT 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT PIMPLITUDE I D l  RECTION 







M E A S U R E M E N T  P A R A M E T E R S  
LAND VEGETATION 
VEGETATION EXTENT /TYPE ( CROPS, WEEDS, TREES, GRASS, etc 1 
PLANT DENSITY I S 1  Z ING /MATURITY (CROPS, TREES 1 
PLANT VIGOR /GROWTH RATE 
PIANT WATER STRESS I M O I  STURE CONTENT 
PIANT DISEASE STRESS EXTENTITYPE 
VEGETATI ON DAMAGE D(TENT /TYPE GRAZING, INFESTATION, ICE, FROST, 
OVERFERTI L I  ZATION, F I  RE, etc 
CULT1 VAT1 ON I NTENS 1 TY IEXTEM Ifi.lETHOD 
CHEMI C A L I  PEST1 C I  DE CONCEhlRATION /EXTENT/ I DENTIFI CATION 




M E A S U R E M E N T  P A R A M E T E R S  
MISCELLANEOUS 
1. URBAN l A N D  USE FRACTIONS - POWER ITRANSPORT 1 INDUSTRY ID ISTRI  BUTION /L IV ING 
2. SEARCH AND RESCUE 
3. S H I P  LOCATIONISIZINGIIDENTIFICATIONIACTIVITY DETERMINATION 
4. A I R P I A N  LOCATIONISIZING / I  OENTIFICATION /ACTIVITY DETERMINATION 
5. AUTOITRUCK ITANK LOCATIONISIZING /I DEMIFICATIONIACTIVITY DETERMINATION 
6. SPACECRAfT LOCATION I S  I Z I N G  I IOENTI FI  CATION /ACTIVITY DETERMINATION 
7. WAR LOCATION I S  I ZI NG I I DENTI F I  CATION 
8. NUCLEAR POWER STAT1 ON LOCATION I S l Z l  NG 


































o REVIEW POTENTIAL COFdMUNICATIONS NEEDS IN EXISTING 
USER DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING THAT DEVELOPED IN 
THE PSCTS PROGRAM. 
o OBTAIN ADDITIONAL INPUT FROM OTHER AVAILABLE SOURCES. 
o FILTER, APPLY JUDGEMENT TO INPUTS, DEVELOP REFINED SET 
OF REQUIREMENTS. 
o COORDINATE COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS WITH LARC, 
LERC, MSFC. 
a DOCUMENT REQUIREMENTS. SUPPLY AS INPUT TO 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SUB-TASK. 
o DEVELOP & DEFINE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM CONCEPT TO 
MEET REQUIREMENTS. 




vl o EVALUATE IDENTIFIED TECHNOLOGIES FOR READINESS IN-1995 
TIME-FRAME. 
GSFC SUB-TASICS (2) 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
-- - - - -- - - - - 
o REVIEW CURRENT TECHNOLOGY IN BOTH GROUND & 
SPACE SYSTEM DATA PHOCESSING, ANALYSIS AND 
DATA STORAGE. 
o USE SENSOR & COMMUNICATION DOCUMENTATION TO 
DEVELOP b. DEFINE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM. INCLUDE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR 
PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS, DATA STORAGE AND 
SWITCHING, ROUTING AND BILLING PROCEDURES. 
o IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT OPTIONS FOR 
THE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. 
e EVALUATE IDENTIFIED TECHNOLOGIES FOR READINESS 
h3 
m 
IN -1995 TIME-FRAME. 
r~ 
SCllEDULE, FUNDING, MANPOWER 
SCHEDULE 
o INTER-CENTER ORGANIZATION MEETING 15-16 DEC 77 
o SOW/PR PACKAGES COMPLETE 27 JAN 78 
0 TASK ORDER AWARDS 24 FEB 78 
o COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS 21 APR 78 
DOCUMENTED 
Q FINAL REPORTS BOTH SUB-TASKS COhlPLETE 18 AUG 78 
FUNDING 
Q COMMUNICATIONS SUB-TASKS 35K 
o INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SUB-TASK 55K 
MANPOWER 
ta  o COMMUNICATIONS 
C? 

















































EQUIL IBRIUM POSITION USING EXISTING SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
TECHNOLOGY 
GRC'UND RESOLUTION CAPABI  LITIES FROM AVAI  LABLE SENSOR OPT1 CS 
TECHNOLOGY 
TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT 
INVESTMENT NEEDED TO BRING EQUI L I  BRI  U M  ALTITUDE CLOSER TO EARTH 
I NL'ZSTMENT NEEDED TO I NCREASE OPT1 CS S I ZES 
BEST INVESTMENT COMBlNATiONS TO ACHIEVE NECESSARY MONITORING 
RESOLSTIONS 
+ MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF POLESITTER 
(SPECULATIVE FEASIBILITY - UNDER STUDY) 
USER OR 1 ENTAT l ON 
ORBIT 
INTERFIATIONAL OPERATIONSIRESEARC~I NEEDS EMPHASIZED 
ARCTIC O I L  OPERATIONS, FIStIERIES MANAGEMENT, ARCTIC 
TRANS PORTAT I ON 
I N'TERNATI ONAL ECONOMI CISCCI AL BENEFIT ORIENTED 
l CtilSNOWlCLAClER EXTEN, TtiI CKNESS, AGE, DEFORMATION 
PAlTERNS PLUS TEFvlPERATURES AND WINDS 
ALI. WEATt1I:R 
fUI.ICTIONS LIKE A GOES BUT AT POLE 
ORBIT KEYED T 3  ARCTIC COVERAGE 
GEOSTATIONARY OVER POLE USING ACTIVE PROPULSION TO 
RETAIN POSITION 
PRESENT TECIINOLOGY ALLOWS LUNAR D l  STANCE TO 113 LUNAR 
D I STANCE LOCAT l ON 
SENSOR CANDI DATES 
V & I  R SURFACE MAPPER - LINESCAN OR CCD CAMERA 
I R SOUNDER 
SENSORS MICROWAVE SURFACE MAPPER 
SPUN SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR 
SWEPT Fr 'QUENCY Mi CRCWAVE MAPPER 
SNEPT FREQUENCY SCATTEROMETER 
INFORMATION DATA-PREPROCESS1 NGII  NFORMATI ON-EXTRACT1 ON CANDI DATES 
EXTRACT1 ON REAL T I  fAI. DELIVERY TO CENTRAL SITE 
JOINT INTERNATIONAL FIJNGl NG 
EARTH BASED APPLICATIONS MISSIONS 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS/ENABLEMENT 





j?"-+ MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING RADAR 






MNu r, ALTl METRY IOSPHERES PRESSURE SOUNDING PARTICLE (RAIN) SOUNDING 

SESSION ' A '  - APPLICATIONS 
SEASAT Follow-On Technology Readiness  S t adv  (J. West, JPL) 
DISCUSSION: C o n t a c t  shou ld  b e  made w i t h  LeXC on t h e i r  dynamic 
power studies. The point was made t h a t  f o r  o r b i t  z a i n t e n a n c e  
of LANDSAT-type s u n  synchronous o r b i t s ,  e lectr ic  p r o p u l s i o n  
could be  used; b u t  t h i s  s t u d y  was based o n  SEASAT-B  sing 
a v a i l a b l e  technology.  
Technology Readiness  fo r  a Globa l  S e r v i c e  ? I i ss ions  (W. Hook, LaRC) 
DISCUSSION: None. 
P u b l i c  S e r v i c e  P l a t f o r n  (T. Durnam, GSFC) 
DISCUSSION: F x t u r e  ccmmunications r equ i r emen t s  and t h e  
u t i l i z a t i o n  of more ?ewer on the-se t y p e s  o f  s a t e l l i t e s  .qas 
d i s c u s s e d .  
P e n e t r z t o r  Concepts (J. Xurphy, ARC) 
DISCVSSION: P e n e t r a t o r  usage for ~ r o s p e c t i n g  was d i s c u s s e 2 ,  
and t h e  f a c t  t h a t  tkey  would be  low-cost ,  nonrecoverab le  iferns. 
This  concegt  i s  of i n t e r e s t  to  o i l  companies and c o a l 2  S e n s f i t  
them. The proSlen ~f examining t r a d e - o f f s  was r a i s e d ,  5 c t  
t h a t  w s s  n c t  i n c l u t e d  i n  t h e  pur?ose of  t h i s  s t u d y .  !.!r. \.Iur?hy 
mentione6 t h a t  t h s r e  has  been very  e n t h c s i a s t i c  resoor-se  t o  
t h e  planned workshog. He a l s o  s ~ a  ted t h a t  soae F'Y 7 9  f u n d i c g ,  
perhaps j o i n t  w i t h  OSTA, was neces sa ry .  
Post-LANDSA'L-D X d v a x r d  Concept EcValuati9r! (PL,;r.CE) (F .  flat^^.^;, GSFC ' 
DISCUSSION:  : , i ~  . Flatow sucjgestod 2 follow-on t o  l s c k  at 
weather  and cLinaze ra1at;Z a ? p l i c ~ f  i oza  s y s t a z s .  
ORIGINAL PAGE I6 
OF POOR QUALlTYi 
( W .  Hook, LaRC) 
Haok stated t h a t  t h e  f o r e c a s t s  p r e s e n t e d  
Aviv mentioned 
S I  shou ld  be 
Public Infozmation Management S e r v i c e s  Systern (R. Nagler, ZPL) 
DISCUSSION: Nbne. 
Global Services (T. Durham, GSFC) 
DISCUSSIOX: None. 
Global  S e r v i c e s  Aviv, Aerospace 
DISCUSSION: S t a n  Sadin  s t a t e d  t h a t  t h i s  a c t i v i t y  i s  p r i n a r i l y  
t o  s e r v e  a; a Do3 i n t e r f a c e .  He also mentioned that t h e  pur- 
pose of t h e  s p a c e  s t u d i e s  i s  t o  s t r e t c h  t echno lcgy ,  n o t  t o  
push mis s ions  f o r  XASA t o   fun^. 
According t o  Mr. Aviv, one o f  t h e  ~ a j o r  zonmon YASX and 303 
needs is a manned s?acc s e r v i c e  system.  However, s t u d i e s  
a t  LeRC c l a im t o  show t h a t  rep lacement  i s  cheaper  than f i x - u p  
f o r  r s ts l l i tes  in GE3. 
A working group s e s s i o n  of t h e  inves t iga tcz . ;  f o r  the 2revioi.s 
four s t u d i e s  was tlo be  h e l d  on 13 J a n u a q  1978 .  
Geos t a t i o a a q ?  P l a t f o m  (S . S a d i . ~ ,  i-ia) 
DISCZSSION: I n  the absence of 22 ZISFC r e ~ r e s e n t a s t i ~ f e  t3 
p r e s e n t  t he  s t a t u s  of  t k i s  OSTX fur,6e2 s t ~ t y ,  S.  Saiin na3e 
some b r i e f  r e y a r k a .  T h i s  stu3v was conc t rned  ~ l t h  2 t ~ ; s i 5 l r  
procjram f -,r t he  19 30s :v.his:? :.roxld hazZ1e irifo:-xtic?, t r a : : ~  fsr  
. . 
cn ly .  Hawevar, t n e r e  i s  cons~ztraS12 qze35i33 ~L-.eC-h=r t;-t2 






# .  + *  - Discussion o f  FY 79 Plans  i n  Appl ica t ions  
1 
/; There m u s t  Se OSTA p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  t h e  mult i -Center  global 
" ~ S P ~ ~ C ~ S  s tudy  (LaRC - Lead) .  This study includes considera-  
I :  t ion of TDRS follow-cn, b u t  t h e  proposed ?lob31 p o s i t i o n i n g  
s a t e l l i t e  prec ludes  some of the TDRS follow-on requirements .  
R. Nagl~r presented  three JFL ideas:  (1) p o l a r  s t a t i o n a r y  
sate l l i te  f o r  such uses as t r i a n g c l a t i o n ,  ( 2 )  multi-Certer  
study of close-in technology requirements  ( a i r c r a f t ,  ba l loons ,  
buoys) i n s t e a d  of s a t e l l i t e s  f o r  a p p l i c a t i o n s  purposes s i m i l a r  
to  t h e  ARC p e a a t r a t o r  s tudy ,  ( 3 )  m u l t i f u n c t l o a a l  usts of r a d a r  ' 
beyond VOIR, etc. 
F. Flatow mentioned t h e  possibi1it:r of a cooperative weather 
and cl i rnate program wi th  OSTA. S tan  Sadin ra i sed  the q u e s t i o n  
as t o  how ( o r  whether) t h e  P U C E  a c t i v i t y  should be couplee 
i n t o  the multi-Center g l o b a l  s e r v i c e s  s tuey ;  t h i s  w i l l  5e 
discussed i n  a  f u t u r e  working groll? x e e t i n ~ .  
Marta C h e l e s k i  brought up t h e  g o i n t  that XXSA nus t  be swar t  
o f ,  and be concerned sbout ,  future economic, p o l i t i c = * ,  erd 
s o c i a l o g i c a l  f a c t o r s  isuch as  user needs) o r  ozch t h i n ~ s  3s 
the g loba l  s e r v i c e s  missions d i scussee  i n  t h i s  sess isz  nag 
never occur.  Ray Hook s a i d  t h a t  tills ?roblan has r e c e i v e d  
some a t t e n t i o n .  The r e l a t e d  problem of  t h e  NASA c o m i t m e ~ t  
to and i n t e r e s t  ia t h e  o p e r a t i o n a l  aspects of provi2ing the  
r e s u l t i n g  s a t e l l i t e  i n f o r n a t i o n  ?);as a l so  exg?grtZ. Stac 3 a i i 2  
connected t h a t  he  f e e l s  t h a t  NASA : r i l l  haiTe t~ ;rovi?e 32 
a p p l i c a t i o n s  c ? e r s t i = n s  service f o r  th.? ssers . 
SECTION 7 
SESSION 'S '  
REVIEM OF SCIENCE AND EXPI-ORATION STUDY PROGWS 

SPACEBORNE ANTENNA AND MICROWAVE 
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY STUDY 
STUDY OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 
FOR A 200 TO 300 m S PACEBORNE ANTENNA OPERATI NC AT 20 TO 300 GHz IN 
GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORB1 T, 
DETERMI NE SYSTEM FUNCTI ONAL REQUl REMENTS 
DEVELOP SYSTEM S PECl Fl  CAT1 ON 
DEVISE CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM DESl GN 
--- l DENTI FY CRI TI CAL REQUl RED TECHNOLOGI ES 
0 RECOMMEND NASA PROGRAMMATIC APPROACH l NCLUDI NG SYSTEM 
DEMONSTRATI ONS 
SPACEBORNE ANTENNA AND MICROWAVE 
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY STUDY 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS HIGHLIGHTS 
10 YEAR OPERATIONAL L l F n l M E  
20 TO 300 GHz 
300 m EQUIVAEfVT APERTURE DIAMETER 
100% SKY COVERAGE 
5liUil lE COMPATI BCL CONCEPT 




EXTRASOUR PLANETARY DETECT I OH 
fET! KIDS : 
OBJECTIVES: 
C O ~ ~ C E P T  DEVELOPMENT 
UTECI~IIOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 






V O I R / r s r a s ~ f  FOLLO W-ON TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - PART 1: VOlR 
STUDY OBJECTIVES 
GENERA 1 PROVl DE l NFORMATI ON USEFUL TO NASA I hi PLANNI NG THE ADVANCED 





VOIR/SEASAT FOLLOW-ON TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - PART 1: VOIR 
*----- 
AREA 
SOURCE OF BASELl M MI SS l ON 
AND SPACECRAFT DESCRI PTI ONS 
SOURCE OF TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS I 
ALTERNATI VES 
EMPHAS l S OF TECHNOLOGY 




GUI DELI NE 
JPL (WITH EMPI iASIS)  
INDUSTRY 
GOVERNMENT TO l NC W DE 
CONS I DERATI ON OF NASA - 
RELATED DOD TECHNOLOGIES 
I DENTI FI ED BY THE 
AEROSPACE CORP I N  AN 
FY '76 OASTIRX-S PONSORED 
STUDY*) 
VOl R 
JPL FY 177 AND '78 PRE-PROJECT 
ACJIV I  TY SPONSORED BY 
NASA O S S I S L  
- - -- -- - - - 
ALL SPACECRAFT 
ENGINEERI NG SUBSYSTEMS 
(EMPHASIS ON OPTIONS 
WHICH MI CHT PROVE 
SEASAT-B 
JPL FY In PRE-PROJECT 
ACTIVITY SPONSORED B Y  NASA 
OA 
BENEFICIAL FOR SUPPORT 
OF THE SYNTHRIC APERTURE I 
I S A M  AS VOI  R1 
- 
RADAR (SAR 1 )  
NO SCltNCE SUBSYSTEMS/ 
INSTRUMENTS 
NO GROUND SUPPORT 
EQUl PMENT I 
:W OPPl (TUNITI ES - STUDY 2.3", TM 




VOIR/SEASAT FOLLOW-ON TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - PART 1: VOIR 
1 1 1 
I OLNTI FI CA I ION Of IECHNOLOGY 
BASELI Nf TECHNOLOGY 
COMPONENT ICOMPONENI OPT1 ON 
S IA IE -o f  -DWELOPMENT 
ASSESSMENT 
BASE ll NE IECHNOLOCY 
COMPONFNl ICOMPOE.IWI OPTION 
COI*WI IMNl CONDITION A S S E S S M M  
- - - - - - - - - - 
BASELINL IECHWLOGY 
COMPONENT /COMPONENT OPT l OM 




~ I E C H N O L O G Y  O P l ION I BENEFIT ..ATING 
8 DEVELOPMfNl PROGRAM I I RECOI:JAENDAIIWIS 
' fOR APPHOACII. StE APPENDIX I - - - - -  
M S C R l  PTlON 
L l S I  W SUbS'tSlEM COMPOMNlS U l l L l Z E D  I N  USER- 
PROGRAM-ff  f l C f  -GENERAlEO BASE L l M  D l S l  GN  
LIST Of SUBSYSTEM TECHNOLOGY OPl lONS WHJCH W Y  
REDUCE RISK AND/OR ENHANCE THE B A S E L I Y  M l S S I u N  
--- -- 
I O E N l l f l  C A T I W  O) C W M M  SIAIE-OF-MVELOPMENI 
AT PHOJECI STAR1 OM A SI>sNDARD 7-DCVELOPMNI 
LEVEL S C A U  (FOR SCALE. SEE APPENDIX 1 3 
EVALUATION Of C ~ ~ . l ~ N T  S A I I S f A C I I O N  Of I CONOll lONS I 
ESSENTIAL FOR COM. A N I  C W l l M E N l  10 A WOJECI  
AT LOW RISK (tU? CONDIIIONS. SEE APPENDIX) I 
EVALUATION OF COMPOMNT R l S K  (HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW l 
I N  THE AREAS OF IECHNOIOCY. ENGINEERING. PERSONNEL. 
AND fORESLEA0LE PHOBLLMS (FOR CRITERIA. SEE APYLNDIXI  
COMPARISON Of THE MAlURlTY AT PROJECI STARI, 
BASED C N  THE SCALE OF PROOUCl 3. OF THE IECIINOLOGIES 
OF WHICH IN BASELINE M S I W  I S  COMPRISED \YI IH  ftlf 
MATURIIY A1 PROJECT S I A R I  Of I H L  IECHNOLOGICS 
Of PREVIOUS JPL MISSIONS 
PRIORITIZATION OF TECHNOLOGY OPllOEJS B Y  l l Q  
DEGREE 10 WHICH [HEY PROVIDE MISSION 8ENEf l lS  
(1. e.. INCHEASEL, SCIENCE IN fORMAl lON OUANI I IY  A N D I W  
OUALl TY AT REDUCED COST 1 FOR IH M I S S I O N  cX 
INlERESI 
- 
RECOMMENDED H W  IMITIAI IVES.  I N l T l  ATlVE AUCMENIAIIONS. 
AND/OR IN1 11 ATlVE KEVISIOFIS WHICH hlAY Rf DUCC RI5K  I(! 4
ACCtlJIABIE ILVLI IOU. AND/OR LNHANCE. 
- 
JLW 
= Y 1 2 e  c 
VOIR/SEASAT FOLLO W-ON TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - PART 1: VOIR 
STATUS 
~ R ~ C ; ~ - T i i i U <  EXPEC ED 
COMPLE710EI 1 C0M)alEKTS 
OAlE 
- - - - -- -  - - - - - - -- - -- - - 
ESSENll  ALLY COMPOTILNlS IMS IGN APPROACHES U N M F I M D  IN ( M S  /SL - SKWSORLD fY 71 
COMPUTE PRE -PROJECT A C l l V l l Y  AT 1 P t  CURRENTLY BEING M F I M D  jN FY 78 Er-1 
i f 1  PROGRESS I KEY OPTIONS: ON-BOARD SAR PROCESSOR, UNlFlEC DATA SYSTEM, AERO8RAKE, 
MARCH 1978 OYNAMI C P M k  SPACE STORABLE PROPULSION 
I WESTIGATION O f  NASA-RELATED DO0 TECHNOLOGIFS JUST BErJINNIW 
HEADQUARTERS RLVIEWIAUCPAfNIATlON Of PRESEM OPl lONS UCT I S  
- -- - 
REOUESTED IFM LIST, SEE APPLNDIX) 
- -- - , 
I N PROGRESS I BASE11 NE TECHFJOLOGY COMPOMMl STATE-Of-MVEUIPMZHI A S S E S S M H I  i
MARCH 1418 WRLY COMPLETE. OPTIo r f i  A S S E S S ~ C I  ONWING 
-- -- -- - -- - ---- - - ---- I - IN PROGRESS ! BASELIME TECHNOLOGY COMPONENT ICOMPONLNT OPTION COMMITMLW MARCH 1978 CONDI 1IW ASSESSMENT OtIGOING ---- 1 t1 PROGRESS I BASE11 NE TECHNOLOGY C O M P M N l  ICOMPONCNT OPT1 ON RISK ASSESSMENT MCRCi I  1078 fXJCOICIG - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - IF1 PROGRESS I TECHNOLOGY MATURI l Y  COfAPARISON OCJCOING PtblRf,tI ICI7(3 - - - -- - - - -- ------ 
I M  PROGRESS I I ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ C A T I W I W E I G H T I N G  OF CRITERIA FOR ASSIGNMENT OT OFTION 
FEtrHIlARY 1978 I BLMF IT RATINGS JUST UNDERWAY I 
I 8 1 l PJ PftO!,RFSS I DEVELOPMEEdl PROGRAM RE CI)MMLNDATIO(VS CURRENTLY W R G I  NG - I APRIL 1978 












VOIR/SEASAT FOLLO W-ON *TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - P A R T  1: VOlR 
PRODUCT 2 - TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS LIST 
+ CLASSIF I f0 BY O A S I  SPACE RLI PROGRAMlDlSClPLlHE OBJrClIVL. SOURCCS INCLUDE 10SR61 
IICIINOLOCY PHOCRAM AllD SPEC If I C  OUJECTIVES," OAS1, f V  '18; ' Y O I R  1983 MISS10E1 A H 0  
S Y S I t V  CIbOY,"OCl  1978; "SEASAT-0 O P I I O N S  PHASE f IWAL RCPORI," JUNE I971 
X IEtUICAILS M l S S l O N l S U l l S Y S l ~  APPLlCABlLl lY  AND fUNDlNC S l A l U S  
-  JLW 
1 / 1 2/78-A3 
VOlR /SEASAT FOLLO W-ON TECHNOLOGY. 
READINESS STUDY - PART 1: VOlR 
PRODUCT 2 - TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS LIST (contd) 
JLW 
C Y ' * M 4  C=l 
ORIGINAL PAGE W 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VOIRISEASAT FOLLOW-ON TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS STUDY - PART 1: VOlR 
PRODUCT 4 CRITERIA - CRITERIA FOR COMPONENT 









6 .  
7. 
DEFI NI T I  ON 
THE COMPONENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT MUST CORRESPOND TO 
A LEVEL OF 5 OR HIGHFR ON THE APPROPRIATE HARDWARE OR 
SOFTWARE COMPONENT STATE -Of -DEVELOPMENT SCALE 
THE COMPONENT MUST NOT PLACE REQUIREML.TS ON 
OTHER SUBSYSTEMS WHl CH REQUl RE THE1 R ADVANCEMENT 
BEYOND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART 
COMPONENT PIECE PARTS (OR THE1 R EQUIVAltMTS 1 MUST 
BE AVAI LABE (AND REMAIN SO) AND MUST M n  PROJECT 
QUA LI TY REQUI REMENTS 
THERE MUST BE NO UNSOWABLE PROBEMS TO THE 
COMPONENT SURVlV l  NG AND FUNCTI ON1 NG IN  THE EXPECTED 
ENVI RONMENTS 
COMPONENT MASS, POWER, AND VOLUME ESTIMATES MUST 
BE COMPATI B E  W l  TH SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CAPARl L l  TI ES 
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT COSTS At4D SCHEDUE MUST BE 
CONSISTENT WITH THE PROJECT PLAN AND A M l C l  PATE0 
RESOURCES 
COMPONENT MANUFACTURING REQUl REMENTS MUST NOT 








































































































































11 M A R S  SAMPLE RETURN TECHNOLOGY READINESS STUDY 
APPROACH 
UTIL IZE METHODOLOGY CURRENTLY BEING APPLIED B Y  JPL UNDER OASTlRX 
SPONSORSHIP TO ASSES'; TECHNOLOGY CEADINESS AND R I S K  FOR THE VOIR 
AND SEASAT FOLLOW-ON MI SSIONS 
PERFORM ASSESSMENT INDEPENDENT FROM BUT I N  PARALLEL WITH, AND 
U T I L I Z I N G  RAW DATA GENERATED BY, THE OSSlSL - SPONSORED FY '78 
MARS PROGRAM WHICH HAS A S  AM ESSENTIAL OBJECTIVE THE DEFINITION 
OF THE NEXT MARS MI SSION 
CONS1 DER TH IS  STUDY AS TASK 1 OF A POTENTIAL TWO-TASK STUDY 
TASK 1 fFY'73, 40 K)  - READINESS ASSESSMENT TO EVALUATE TECHNOLOGY 
MATURITY AND R I SK FOR EACH USER- PROGRAM-OFF1 CE GENERATED MI SSION 
OPTION FOR THE NEXT MARS MI ss I ON AND TO FORMULATE RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS THAT MAY'REDUCE I DENTIF I ED R I SKS 
TASK 2 (FY'79, K - PERFORMANCE TBD) - BENEFITS ASSESSMENT TO EVALUATE, 
GIVEN T H A l  C.I RCUMSTANCES l N D l  CATE A BENEFIT TO THE FY'78-79 MARS PROGRAM 
EFFORT TO DEFINE THE NEXT M A R S  MI SSION, THE INCREMENTAL BENEFITS, 
R I SKS, AND COSTS OF I DENTIFI ED TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS 
JLW 
1/ 1 2,/78-3 
MARS SAMPLE RETURN TECHNOLOGY READINESS STUDY 
PRODUCTS 




AND IECHNIQUE L l  ST AND 
DESCRI PTl ONS 
3 
LIST OF COMPONENTS AND TECHNIQUES UTILIZED I N  EACH 






l DElVTl F l  CAT1 ON OF CONlPONEPn STATE-OF-DEWEIDPMEM AT 
PROJECT START ON A STANDARD 7 - D N E U P M N f  W E L  






-- EVAWATI ON OF CON~PONEM SATISFACTION OF~CONDI ~IONS 
ESSENTIAL FOR COMPONENT COMMITMEtSI TO A PROJECT AT 
LOW R I S K  (FOR CONDITIONS, SEE VOlRlSEASAT PRESENTATION 
TECHNOLOGY COMPOMNT 
R ISK  ASSESSMENT 
EVA W A T l  ON OF COMPONENT R l SK (HI GH, AAEDI OM, LOW) 
IN THE AREAS O f  TECHNOLOGY, ENCI NEERI NG, PERSONNEL, 
AND f ORESEEABLE PROBLEMS (FOR CR ITER IA, SEE 
VOI RISEASAT PRESENTATION) 
+ VALUE UNCtRTAIN, PERFORMANCE TO BE DETERMIND 




COMPARISON OF THE MATURITY AT PROJECT START, BASED 
ON THE SCALE OF PRODUCT 2, OF THE TECHNOLOCI ES OF 
WHICH EACH MI SSlON OPTION I S  COMPRISED WITH THE 
MATURITY AT PROJECT START OF THE TECHNOLOGIES 01: 
PREWIOUS JPL MISSIONS 
l OEMTI FlES DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS WHI CH WILL 
REDUCE I DENTIFIED RISKS TO AN ACCEPTABLE 
LEVEL, OR IF  AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL I S  NOT ACHIEVABLL, 




TECHNOLOGY NEEDS FOR SAMPLE RET'YW-MISSIONS 
STUDY OBJECTIVES 
GENERAL PROVIDE INFORMATION USEFUL TO NASA 193 PLANNING THE 
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AND INSURING ITS 
RELEVANCE TO AGENCY NEEDS 
SPECIFIC ASSESS ADEOUACY OF CURRENT OAST TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TO SUPPORT SAMPLE RETURN 
MISS IONS AS A CLASS AND GENERATE RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR PROGRAM NEW I N I T I  ATIVESlAUGMENTATIOMSIRM I SIONS 
TO FILL VOIDS OR GAPS SHOULD THEY BE IDENTIFIED 






IDENTIFICATION OF THOSE AREAS WHICH AMY BE CONSIDERED P R I M  
CANOI DATES FOR SAMPLE RETURN TECHNOlOGY ONELOPNIEMT, BASED 
ON THE REQUI REMENTS OF THE I DENTIFIED SET OF DRIVER MI SSIONS 
- 
INVEST! CATION OF THE NEED FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES I N  EACH OF THE 
CRITICAL AREAS I DENTlf IED I N  TASK 1 AND I DENTIFICATIOPJ OF NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES OR TECHNOLOGY I MPRWEAIILNTS REQUI RED TO M E T  
THESE NEEDS WHERE THEY EXCEED CAPABILITIES 
COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOCY NEEDS I DENTIFIED I N  TASK 2 WITH 
CAPABI L I  TIES CURRENTLY UNDER OAST DEVELOPMENT TO I DENTI F Y 
PROGRAM DEFICIENCIES, SHOULD THEY EX1 ST, I N  PROVIDING NEEDED 
CAPABI LITIES TO SUPPORT THE DRIVER SET OF SAMPLE RETURN 
MISSIONS 
RECOMMENDATI ON OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT NEW l Nl T I  ATlVESl 
INlTlATlVEREVISIONS,RANKEDBYPOTENTIALBENEFITTOTHE 
DR IVER MI SSION SET, WHICH ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE SUCCESSFUL 














NEEDS I N  CRITICAL 
TECHNOLOGY AREAS 
COMPARE TECHNO- 






FOR PROGRAM AUG- 
MENTATI ON11 NIT1 A-  






SURFACE EXPLORATION, PROSPECTING, AM0 AsAlf8dG 
OBJECTIVES 
0 10 DEFINE THE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPORT MECHANlSMS 
THAT WILL BE REQUIRED FOR AUTOMATED REMOTE-SURFACE EPA 
IN ORDER TO: 
FORECAST POTENTIAL FUTURE SYSTEMlS 
FOR THIS TASK 
e fORECAST THE TECHNOLOGY NEEDED IN 
THE1 R SUPPORT 
RGB; 1-12-78 
SECT 910; p. 2 
SURFACE EX PLORATIOM, PROSPECTING, AND. ASSAYING 
APPROACH 
EXAMINE HOW EPA I S  ACCOMPLISHED OM EARTH 
MAN ESSENTIAL "COG" IN LOOP 
ANALYSES FACILITY 
FIELD INSTRUMENTS AND EQUl PMEldT 
EXAMINE HOW THIS CAN BE AUTONIATED FOR REMOTE-SURFACE EPA 
0 MODEL FOR ACCOMPLISH1 RJG REMOTE-SURFACE EPA 
FUNCTIONS 
S C I M T l F l C  INSTRUMlEEdTS 
SUPPORT MECHANISMS 
COMPARE THE MODEL AND ITS REQUIREMPJTS WITH AVAILABLE 
INSTRUMENTS AND MECHANISMS TO GET NEW TECHNOLOGY REQUlREhrlEMTS 
RGB; 1-12-78 
SECT 910; p.3 
- - r e  
SURFACE EXPLORATION, PROSPECTING, AND ASSAYING 
REPORT 
e l MSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY FOR REMOTE-SU RFACE U'PLORATI ON, PROS PECTIMG, 
AND ASSAYING - PART A - JPL 710-7, 28 OCT 77 
e TABLE OF COFdTENTS 




I I EPA MAJOR R I W T I O N S  
Ill DESCR I PTI OM OF EPA SC IENTl FlC INSTRUMENTS 
PAGE 
1 
iV TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNlTl ES FOR SClENTl FIC INSTRUMENTS 69 
REFERENCES 84 
TABLE I - EPA FUNCTIONS AND INSTRUMENTS 5 
TABLE II - SURFACE EPA INSTRUMENTS 7 
TABLE I I I - TECHNOLOGY CHART 11 
TABLE I V - GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTING M n H O D S  18 
TABLE V - VIK!NG LANDER CAMERA 30 
TABIE V I  - SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS STATUS 73 
AND TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNlT1ES 
RGB; 1-12-78 






































-))$-+ SURFACE EXPLORATION, PROSPECTING, AND ASSAYING 
REMOTE SURFACE EPA MODEL, 
FU NCTlON S AND INSTR UMENTS 
MAJOR FUNCTION DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION 
GEOPHYSICS DETERMINATION 3 F  THE GEOPHYSICAL 
PARAMETER!: BODY PHYSICS THAT ARE 
IMPORTANT iN ORE SEARCH AND REMOTE 
SURFACE EPA 
FIELD GEOLOGY PROVIDES THE GEOLOGIC CONTEXT FOR ALL 
MEASUREMENTS, INCLUDING THE INSTRUMENTS 
AND TECHNIQUES FOR RECONNAISSANCE AND 
SURFACE MAPPING PRELIMINARY MINERAL 
AND ROCK IDENTI~CATION, AND THE SITE 
SELECTION FOR SAMPLING AND 
EXPERIMENT1 N G  





4. ELECTRIC METHODS 
5. ELECTROMAGNETIC 
METHODS 
6. RADIOACTIVE METHODS 
7. WELL LOGGING 
METHODS 
1. HAND LENS 
2. BRUNTON COMPASS 












-p-+ SURFACE EXPLORATION, PROSPECTING, AND ASSAYING 
REMOTE SURFACE EPA MODEL 
FUNCTIONS AND INSTRUMENTS 
MAJOR FUNCl lON DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION 
- 
EXPERIMENT TO O F F I O A D  AND RETRIEVE INSTRUMENTS 
HANDLING AND VARIOUS EQUlFMEM AS REQUIRED - I . % . ,  
PLACING CHARGES AND SENSORS FOR 
ACTIVE SEISMIC PROSPECTING 
PJAVIGATIOEI AND DElERMlNATlON OF RANGE, LATITUDE/ 
POSITIONING LONGITUDE, POSITION O N  A GRID, ETC., 
FOR MAPPING AND ALL SUfUACE €PA 
ACTIVITIES 
OTHERS SPECIAL EXPERIMENTS OR HANDLING AND 
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT THAT DOESN'T FIT 
:NTO THE ABOVE CATEGORIES 
TYPICAL INSTRUMENTS OR 
METHODS 
I. VARIOUS FOR 
a) GEOCHEM SENSORS 
b) GEOPHYSICS SENSORS 
1. LASER U N G W G  
2. RADAR RANGING 
3. RADIO RANGING 
4. SURVEYING 
5. LAND MARK (WITH 
IMAGING) 
6. CELESTIAL 
7. DEAD RECKONING 
RGB; 1-12-78 
SECT 910; p.8 
SURFACE EXPLORATION, PROSPECTING, AND ASSAYING 
SUMMARY 
S C I E N T I F I C  INSTRUMENTS,  NEW T E C H N O L O G Y  AND PROBLEMS 
RGB; 1-13-78 
SECT 910; p.9 
~ t T ? ! ? l m ! J &  

SESSIOS 'S' - SCIENCE AND EXPLOIWTIOX 
Spaceboren Antenn; and Micrcwave Systems Technolaqy Study 
(R. Zdelson, J P L )  
DISCUSSION: D. Will iams s t a t e d  t h a t  composi te  manufac tur ing  
may be p o s s i b l e  i n  s p a c e  before the y e a r  2000. M r .  Edelson 
proposed a technology development p l a n  f o r  FY 79, i . e . ,  s t e p s  
leading up t o  a  300-rn antenna .  I t  was mentioned t h a t  OSS h a s  
funded s t u d i e s  i n  o t h e r  r eg ion3  o f  the m i c r o w a v ~  s p e c t r u n ,  
as h a s  OSTDS f o r  DSN uses .  S t a n  S a d i n  s t a t e d  that OAST cannot 
a f f o r d  ta fund development p l a n s ;  i n s t e a d ,  it is i n t e r e s t e c i  
i n  feeding programs such as ESS and SSST. >¶re Aviv mentioned 
that a r e l a t e d  s t u d y  concerns  a 180-111 space-based r a d a r  sys tem 
us ing  a d a p t i v e  an tenna  des ign .  
E x t r a s o l a r  P l a n e t a r y  D e t e c t i o n  (J. 3lurphy , ARC) 
DISCUSSION: Stan Sadin  cormente2 t h a t  t h i s  s t u 3 y  cou ld  l e a d  
t o  a n  3SS mission.  
VOLR Technclcgy Rea t i3es s  Study ( 3 .  West, JPL) 
D I S C ~ S ~ X O ~ ~ :  S t a n  Sadin  mentioned t h a t  t h e  r e a d i n e s s  neth&ology 
develo?eb by J2L was e x c e l l e n t ,  an6 recormended i t  f o r  a i l  such 
s t u d i e s .  This r a i s e d  t h e  q c e s t i o n  of when it :\?as p u b l i s k c 2 ;  
J. West s a i d  the  ? r e s e n t  v e r s i o n  would be p u b l i s k e d  i n  Yay 1378 ,  
which sone  ?eo?ls f e l t  was not scon  enough. 
Xars Sample 3c t i ~ rn  TechnoLop Xeaei?.ess Stxdv (J. X e s t ,  ;PI,) 
3ISCUSSI3N: Rea2iness s t u d i e s  xust ase 3rograz s f f i c ?  Scse- 
l i n e  d e s i g n s ,  u a l e s s  s g s c i f i c  ZSreoaent t o  do ot>.er*.cis? i s  
ob ta ined  f r om 9XS'i and the 2rogrcs  o f f i c e .  
Technolow ?lee& f o r  Ssnp le  3eturc .".lissions (J. :Jest, J?:; 
DISCCSSION: As ? a r t  cf t h i s  s t c zy ,  t S s  2% ex;ez:ise ca 
sample a c q u i s i t o n  and h a n d l i y  w i l l  be u t i l i i e z .  
Surfzce E:cploratLon, ?rzs?ecti?.?. 2 5 2  >.ss=-.?i?c: -  !?. ?:ee:cs, 2?2)  
DISCUSSIO>I: Xone. 
Discussion of FY 79 Plans  i n  Science and Explora t ion  
A. Hibbs p resen t sd  s i x  JPL ideas :  
I. P lane ta ry  c.uploration system s tudy,  s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  
presect g l o b a l  s e r v i c e s  study: the gdvanced pro- 
pu l s ion  comparative s tudy  ( r e p o r t ,  Xarch 1973) was 
g iven as a re fe rence .  S t a n  Sadin commented that  
this ap9eared t o  be more o f  an  OSS e f f o r t  because 
it appeared to  be more of  a programmatic s tudy  
than a technology study.  H e  s a i d  a more s p e c i f i c  
issue involved i n  the f u t u r e  ex tens ive  e x p l o r a t i o n  
phase of  t h e  s o l a r  system, such a s  sampls management 
which would involve  ARC and JSC, would be more t o  
h i s  l i k i n g .  
2. Other  uses  , ~ f  t h e  I U S .  
3. Better uses o f  t h e  STS. 
4. Technology read iness  s t u a i e s  of Sa tu rn  o r b i t e r  
d u a l  >robe,  s o l a r  ?robe, and i o n  Cr ive  f o r  Comet 
Enke mission.  However, t h e  l a t t e r  was f e l t  t o  have 
been adequately covered i z  t h e  r s c e n t  S E ? / s ~ l a r  
s a i l  s t u d i e s .  
5. Wind powered bal loon.  
6 .  Autonomous opera t ions  tecbmology enablement stuily. 
J. Murphy presente2  an A X  idea :  advanced I3 a s t r o n m y  miss icn  
conceQts and t e c h ~ o l o g y  ~ e q u i r e n e n t s .  S tan  SaSin s t a t e d  t h a t  
such a s tudy should cover.more of  t h e  s s e c t r u n .  
X r .  D i B a t t i s t a  from LaRC gave a ? r e s e n t  
LDEF n i s s i o n  s t a d y ,  which will r e q u i r e  
stuey. Stan  Sadin s a i d  t h a t  EU has not  
i n  the  ?ask, b u t  would have t o  d i s c u s s  
OAST people t o  see i f  ~ s r h a ? s  such f a d  
i n  t h e  f u t u r e .  
s t i o n  of  t h e  extended 
S4OOA f o r  a  f a c i l i t y  
funded this ty?e  s tudy 
t h e  subject  with vsxiaus  
.Lag shoulcl 56, provide2 
SECTION 8 
SESSION 'X '  
REV1 EW OF ANALYSIS STUDY PROGRAM 

OAST Space Systems Studies 
r------- 
ADVANCED TECt IMOLOGY 
TECHNOLOGY 
ADVANCED 








ASSESSMENT * - INITIATIVES 81 AUGMENTATIONS 
OAST Space Systems Technology Model 
e PART OF THE OAST TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PLANNING PIIOCESS 
e DIVIDED INTO NEAR & FAN TERM MISSION OPPOllTUEImES 
e PURPOSES 
-ASSIST I N  DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM OPTIONS 
- IDENTIFY MAJOCI TECHNOLOGY AREAS HEOUIflING CONCENTRATED EFFORTS 
-SERVE AS A N  EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR CURRENT TECHNOLOGV PROGRAYS 
MODEL A SET OF GENERIC SYSTEMS 
- SELECTED TO DRIVE CRITICA!. TECIINOLOGIES 
- DESIGIIED TO PROVIDE REALISTIC CIIALLENGES FOR TECHttOLOGV AnEAS 
MODEL 1s NOT 
- PREDICTING THE FUTURE 
- STATING NASA/OAST POLICY OR PLANS 
OAST Space Systems Technology Model 
@KEY DATA SOURCES 
- NASA OUTLOOK FOn SPACE 
- OAST SPACE THEhiE WORKSHOP 
- NASA FIVE YEAR PLAN 
- NASA ADVANCED STUDIES REPORTS 
- NASA PROGRAM OFFICES 
- OAST SPACE DIRECTORS 
-NASA CENTER TECIINOLOGISTS 
- GRC TECHNICAL STAFF 


OAST Space Systems Technology Model 
VOLUME II: NEAR TERM 1980-1990 (Cont.) 
GLOBAL SERVICES 
-- 
UTILIZATION OF THE SPACE ENVIROMMUVT 
26. Multimission Modular Spacecraft 36. Telsoperalor Orbiter Bay Experiment 
27. SEASAT-B 37. Advanced Spacelab Space Processing 
28. Environmental Mon iloring Satellite Payloads 
20. G!~l)al Co~nmunications Land Mobile 38. Space Manufacturing Module 
Services 39. 250- kW Powor Module 
30. Stormsat-A 40. 25-kW Power Module 
31. Geollelic Su nrey Satellite 
32. Public Service Communications SPACE TRANSPORATION SYSTEMS 
Satcllile 11. Spin- Stabilized Upper Stage 
33. T I  ROS-0 
34. C,costalionary Platform 
35. Molecular Wake Shield. 
' 42. Solar Electric Propulsion Stage 
43. Orbital Transfer Vehicle 
OAST Space Systems Technology Mode! 
e STATUS OF MODEL 
- SECOND DRAFT 0 I STRI BUTED TO HEADQUARTERS PROGRAM OFFICES 
AN0 CWTERS IN DECEMBER 
COMMENTS FROM CENTER TEC I-INOLOGI STS AND tiQ 
PROGRAM OFFICES ON FIRST DRAFT INCORPORATED 
- CONTENTS OF SECOMO DRAFT AND COM\WTS COMING IN ON SECOND 
DRAFT BEING INCORPORATED INTO REVISED FORMAT 
OAST Space Systems Technology Model 
s PRINCIPAL GOALS OF REVISED FORMAT 
- PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF EACH OF THE SPACE THRUSTS 
- PROVIDE AS DETAILED INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE, ON EACH SYSTEM 
DESCRIPTION AND TI-I€ TECtINICAL PROBLEMS WHICH MUST BE SOLVED 
- FOR EACH SYSTEM, l DENTIFY POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS, G I V I N G  ALL KNOWN 
ALTERNATIVES 
- PROVl DE INFORMATION SOURCES AND NAMES OF COGNIZANT PERSONS 
TO CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION FOR EACH SYSTEM 
- GROUP TECINOLOGY NEEDS BY FUNCTION WITH IN  EACH SYSTEM 
- D l  SCUSS TtIE C O M M ( N A L I N 1  UNIQUENESS OF THE TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
OF TtIE VARIOUS SYSTEMS BY SPACE THRUST 
Far-Term Technology Model System No. 19 
m PRIORITY MUNCI WEtIICLE 
V E l l l C l  E CONCEPTS 
----.---- -
A. A flrlly reurd~le, vartlcal+takeoll-horizontal anding (VTOIIL), single-stage-to-orbil vehicle (SSTOI utilizing duel-mods rocket ( n o p u l s h .  
q i - !g 
O. A Iturircl~~tirl-trJrooIi~horizontrrl landing OITOIIL) SSTO wirlt sled-assist4 takeoff. 
PRIMARY DESIGN REQUIREMENT: ProviJe econotnical (I.@., l ow cost pw l i gh t )  
trarisportation l o  and trorn low earl11 orbit for a wide variety of missions which include 
s r n a ~ ~ - t ~ m o t ~ e r a t e ~ y  size cargo per-. hw p w d  1s in the ,- o f  15 t o  
100 rr~otric tons. 
C. A VT011L 2.staw vehicle. 
U. A l l 1 O l I L  rt i lcpl sVstecn usin0 turl~ojet power I)oosters. 
COMI'AIIATIVE CONCEPT 
- ----_--- 
The ct~ilritctur isrics o f  c o m p t s  A and 8 are well defined at ttir tirne. Tlie &solu*e oncl comparative features o f  concepts C and D are not  well 
rlulirlcttl. Corlccl~t C wortld be expected to ltava most technology requirements in common with concept A. Concept 0 (ludmjet buosler) i s  
ill all early cor~celrttrnl staye needing tnclclt rbbore study. T l ~ e  turboiot tccl~nolo(ly ltas SST commonality; however, many other tschrboloay h- 
1~licirtior:s itru ex(8uctecl t u  be unlrluo for this concept. 
Iluferclrrcer: 
---.--- ----- 
1. NASA CIt-ZLIGG, 2867, uncJ 28(i0 
Contacls , 
1. 8. 2. tIbnrylLaf3C 
2. NASA Cn-2(178,2870 


OAST Technology Forecast Handbook 
@PART OF THE OAST TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PLANNING PROCESS 
* D I S P L A Y S  TECHNOLOGY READINESS OF VARIOUS CAPABlLlW 
MEASURES/ DESI I<ED VALUES FOUND IN OAST SPACE SYSTWS 
TECliNOLOGY MODEL 
- STATE-OF-TIiE- ART 
-FUTURE TREND OF CAPABILITY MEASURE 

OAST Technology Forecast Handbook 
- FORECASTS FOR VARIOUS IMFORMAT10N SYSTEMS AND 
TRAN SPORTATlON SYSTEMS 'CAPABILITY MEASURES" HAVE 
BEE34 ASSEMBLED 
- FOR AVA l LABLE FORECASTS, "DESIRED VALUES" ARE LING 











































































































OAST Technology Forecast Handbook 
e PUBLICATION OF RESULTANT FORECASTS 
- REFERENCE DOCIJMENT CONTAINING TIE FORECASTS AND 
COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM TtIE EXPERTS AND A PROJECTION 
OF EACH ' 'CAPABILITY MEASURE" BASED UPON AN ANALYSI S 
OF ALL AVAILABLE INFORMATION 
- SUMMARY DOCUMENT W t i I C t I  RELATES THE "CAPABILITY 
M A S U R E "  T R W  D PROJECTIONS TO THE "DESIRED VALUES" 
FOR TIIE SYSTEMS IN THE OAST SPACE SYSTEMS, TEC W O L O C Y  
MODEL 
Sample Summary Format 
e LIGIITWEIGIIT ADVANCED STRUCTURES 
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT/ 
STflUCTUnAL 
WEIGCIT IN 1976 
SYSTEM I I DESIRED PnlMARY VALUE 
I'I\IOI<ITY LAIJNCII VEIIICLE 30.40% nEDlJCTlON 
,--- - - 
SI'ACE.UASEO ftAOIO TELESCOPE 6 40.60% I3EQUCTIOM 
-- - - - 






1suf.i- 1095 (20%) 
SESSION 'X '  - ANKYSES 
OAST Space S y s t e . ~  Technolouy Xodel and OAST Technoloqy Fareczst  
Handbook (T. Zakrzewski, G X )  
DISCUSSION: T5e question was raised whether the critical 
technology needs i d e n t i f i e d  i n  the model are r ea l ly  ceeds 
or ways of achieving the needs. A l s o ,  there l.<as a requsst 
f o r  a type of correlat ion mztrix between t h e  identified needs. 
It was suggested t h a t  the forecasts contain bo th  t he  ?e r ta r>e?  
and uc?erturSeL y rawth  t r e n d  curves. 
ORIGINAL PAGE B 
OF POOR QUAWTY 
APPEMIX A 
STUDY DEStRlPT I ON PACUGE 
EXTRACTED FROll REV I EM MEET I HG ANNOUNCEMENT 
T34BL.E 1 
SPACE S Y S T F S  STUOIZS REVIEW MEETING 
11 and L2 January 1978 
NASA Headquarters (FOB LOB) , Roan 625 
PXRST DAY 
Overview of OAST Space Studies Program 
Session 'U' - Space Utilization 
Session IT' - Space Transportation 
Lunch 
Session M ' - Xu1 tiprogram Tec.hnology 
SEC031D DAY 
Session ' A '  - Applications 
Lunch 
Session ' X '  - Analysis 
Session ' S '  - Science and Exploration 
TABLE 2 
SPACE SYSTEMS STUDIES REVIEW LNEETING 
11 and 12 January 1978 
NASA H~rdquarters (FOB 108) , Room 625 
Session 'U' - Space Ut i l i za t ion  
Space Util ization Studies 
2 hr 
Gilbreath (ARC) 30 m i  
Large Space Systems Using Crum (JSC) 
Nonterres trial Materials 






M 79 Programs 
von Tiesenhausen 30 m i d  
(MSFC 
Session 'To - Space' Transportation 2 hr 
Advanced Trans p o r e  tion S ys tcms H e n r y  (LaRC) 50 min 
Advancad Transportation - Pelouch (LeRC) 40 mi 
Propulsion Systems 
EY 79 Programs All 
Session 'H' - Multiprogram Technology 3 hx 
Advance2 Automation Tschaology Heer (JPLJ 30 min 
Pointing and Control Systems "echman (JPL) 15 mi.# 
Software Technology Enablement C a ~ p s  (MSFC) 30 min 
New Data System Technology Krchnak (JSC) 30 mi 
Requirements 
Cryogenics Technology Manning (ARC) 15 mi.:.! 
Space Power 
FY 79 Programs 
S tearns (JPL) 30 rzia 
A 1  1 30 mi? fl 
TABLE 2 (Cont. 
Session ' A '  - Applications 3 h r ,  55 rnin 
SEASAT B Readiness 
Pol lut ion Noni to r ing  H i s s  ion 
Public Services P la t f  arm 
Advanced Penetration Concepts 
Post-LANDSAT Concept Evaluation 
Advanced Global Services Concepts 
Geostationary P l a t f  o m  
FY 79 Programs 
West (JPL) 20 min 
Hook (LaRCl 15 min 
Durham (GSFC) 15 min 
Manning (ARC) 30 min 
Fla  tow (GSFC 30 min 
Hook (LaRC) 30 min 
Nagler (JPL)  2 5  min 
Durham (GSFC) 15 min 
A v i v  (Aexospace) 15 mi3 
Hamilton (AMSFC) 10 min 
A l l  30 min 
Session ' X I  - Analysis 1 h r  
Technology  l lad el, Techno logy Zakrzewski (GRC) 30 mir ,  
Forecasting Handbook 
FY 79 Programs A l l  30 mix 
Session I S '  - Science and E e l o r a t i o n  
Space-Based Radio Telescope 
Space-Based Planetary  Detection 
Mars Sample Return Readiness . 
VO I R  Readiness 
Prospecting Instrumentation 
Advanced Sample Return Concepts 
FY 79 Programs 
2 hr, 50 min 
Edelson (JPL) 30 min 
Black (ARC) 30 min 
West (JPL 15 mi2 
West (JPL) 20 min 
Brereton (JPL) 30 n i - 7  
Nest ( J P L )  15 min 
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F9IIECAST SPACE ASTROPHYSI CS SYSTEEOS AND I DEEIT I FY TECIINOLOGY NEEDS, DEVELOPMENT OPTIOIVS, 
ANI) RANK CAND I IIATES 
SET1 FEASIBILITY,  ARC oss j 7 -7---- 9- - * ! 
Sl'ACl:-!1,4SFI) PLAIJETARY DE CkCT l ON, ARC 
SPACE NAD l O TELESCOPE, JPL 
1 OSS 
c--~--TI - - -- -* 50/125 


ADVANCED APPLICATION SYSIEMS CONCEPTS AND ENABLING TECtIWLOGY 
, IISIAIII l Sll Mt)llEL 01: 1990s GLOBAL SCRV l CES I'lATFORMS V l Tll CENTRAL I ZED SEltV l CES 
SEN!;! NG . I NFORMAT I ON PROCESS I MG 
I Nf-OfflAT l ON TRANSFER POIJEfl 
b (it-Nt:l{A l I! [:NAlil. l NG TECIINOL-OGY FOIIECASTS FOR fJRC)PUI.S ION, PQWER, MTER I ALS, 
!; I I{IJC I Ill{ LS , AN11 ELECTIlOfl  I C5 
I-€All CENTER RESI'ONS I I1 I L I TY 
e SYSTEM CONCEPT INTEGRAT ION 
AND MANAGEMENT 
IJAIU IClI1ANl 
1'01' I n W N  LOGIC 
. I'r\RAMI3R I C TRADES 
OCEAfl O I ~ S E R V A I  IONS 
llOLE 
CllAtlGE f ROM CA TAI-OGII I NG 
. INJIJ I N lf.ltFACE 
F Y 78 RESOUIICES 
NET RgD I IMS I CS MY 
(,';I- c 
- 
CllMflllN! CAT IONS/ l rJFOT(tlAT ION TRANSFER 
1-ANIJ ANIJ A'IMOSI'IiER I C OBSEIIVA'T IONS 




ENAnLl NG TECllNOLOGY - MULT l PROGRAM 
I 
FORECAST MULT l PROGRAM SYSTEMS, I DENT l FY TECIINOLOGY NEED?, DEVELOPMEMT OPT IONS, & RANK 
CAND I IIATES , 
FUTURE SIIUTTLE PAYLOADS, ARC A-V i 
SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS, JPi i 
COMIYIIN 1 CAT IONS r.7 i 




PO l NT ING & CONTROL '--- 25/25 
FND-TO-END DATA SYSTEMS, JSC A 1 
PAYI-OAI) SOi'T!.IARE TECtltdOLOGY, MSFC A iv -V 50/225 
I CRYO!iEM ICS TECIIWCLOGY, ARC 
sctrsoas TI:CIINOLOGY, JPL , AEROSPACE rl- 






























































































FY 1970 FFANNING STUDY 
I 
1 . I~It('Gl1AM CATEGORY : OAST Spacc Sys tern Sj-s  terns, Enhancing Technology 
2. SlUOY TITLE: Nonterrestrlal   ater rials Fabrication Technology 
3.  STUllY PURI'OSI:: Exantine secondary re f in ing  and mnapufacturing processes using nonterrestr ia l  
materials. i 
4 .  I'R I tIC I PAL TASKS : Assess economic, resources, envi ronnlen t a l  , and other consequences of  u t i  l i zing 
nonterrestrial  materials. 
5 .  ItESIIl.TS EXPtCTEO: Com~ara t i  ve assessn~ent o f  space construction from te r res t r i a l  and nonterrestr ia l  
~ a t e r i a l s .  
ti. IISE 01- I(CSUI.TS: OAST tect~nology planning. Provide insights  for  automated operations, 
nonter'restt-i a1 resources, and MOPP a c t i v l  t ies. 
7 .  I C t i G l I I  01' Sl-iIOV: 1 year 
















































































































































































































































































FY 1978 PLANNING STUDY 
1. YROGiAM CATEGORY: OAST Space Svster~ Studies, Technology Readiness 
2. STUDY TITLE: Venus Orb i t i ng  Imaging Radar and SEASAT 6 Technology Optlons 
3. S TUIlY IJUI{POSE : Develop technology opt ions by study lng excurs ion  f roor base- 1 ine  conf igurat  ions 
provided by OSS and OA. 
4 .  P H I l 4 C I P A L  TASKS: ( 1 )  I d e n t i f y  candidate options. (2)  Detennine p e r f o r r ~ n c e  gains, cost, and r i s k  to  accomplfsh. 
(3) Evaluate against base- 1 ine and recormended program changes. 
5. Ht:ul TS EXPECTED: Provide a ranking of  the technologies by r e l a  t l v e  nleri t and es tab l ish  the readiness 
o f  each technology f o r  mission support. 
6 .  USE OF RESULTS: Evaluat ion and po ten t l a l  enhancement o f  VOIR and SEASAT B. Provide ins lgh ts  
f o r  NEEDS, ESS, and high-performance power a c t i v t t l e s .  
7 .  LEIIGTII OF STUDY : 1.5 years 
I I .  MA~IAIiEMEH T : OAST ztgdy, Andlysis, and Planninfj O f f i c e  (Qx)/JPL 
9 .  ItCF,OlJItCLS ( $ K )  : 20 Cumulative: 95 
MAIi.- YLAltS (CS/SC)  : 0/0.4 
1 0 .  lIt4I OtIC PI4OJECT NO. : 790-40-25(01) 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FY 1970 PLANNING STUDY 
1 . PROGRAM CATEGORY : OAST Space Sys te l l  Studies, Enabl i ng Technology 
2. STUDY TITLE: Space-Based Radio Telescope 
3. S1UDV PURPOSE: Generate conceptual design o f  100 t o  300 m antenna to  serve SET1 signal search 
and astrophysics experiments. 
4. PRINCIPAL TASKS: (1) Iden t i f y  technology drivers, e.g., cooling, data processing, figure control, 
conceptual designs. 
program schedules a'nd costs for  several deployment optlons. 
5. RESULTS EXPECTED: Idcn t l  fy c r i t i c a l  technology needs and develop new concepts. 
6. USE OF RESULTS: Developnlent o f  enabl ing technologies; future SET1 and astrophysics plann3ng. 
Provide insights f o r  ESS, LSST, automated operations, and long-l  i fe conlposi tes 
ac t i v i t i e s .  
7. LENGTH OF STUDY: 2 years 
8. MANAGEMENT: OAST Study, Analysis, and Planning Of f ice  (RX)/JPL 
9. RESOUItCES ( S K I :  50 Cumulative: 125 
MAN- Y EARS (CSISC) : 0/0.7 




2. SlUtJl Il1l.L: Hdrs Sa:uple Return Teci~nology Readiness 
3 .  51W~'t  YUHWJ~E:  I d e n t i f y  a group o f  spacecraf t edvbnced teckrrnlogy a l  ternat lves f o r  the Hsrs 
saaple r e t u r n  rtl ss ion. 
4 .  PkIN(.IPAI fA5rS: Evaluate the Incremental k n e f l  ts ,  r l s l s ,  and costs o f  the u t i l l z a t l o n  c f  
i d e n t i f i e d  s l t e r m t i v e s  i n  d cfmplete spacecraf t  systefn. 
5 .  kf5 lk  I 5  LXPcCTE[) :  Pr r~v ide  a r dn l i f i q  o f  the tcchnoloqies by r e l a t i v e  roerlt and e s t d t l  ish the 
readi  ne:5 o f  each technc~logy f u r  n ~ i  ss lon support. 
f,. U:E OF Ht5IJI.15: He~rnr!rt.nfl advirncerf deve loprien t pror)rarrc ch i tngs  which u l  l 1 ensure t h a t  trte 
tectlrroloqie: se lected f o r  the rni5slon are  s t  an acceptable s t a t e  o f  develop- 
-tent f o r  p r o j e c t  conmitment. Pr.ovfde inslgtcts f o r  ES';, auto~ ta ted  opardt  ons, 
a114 t~ i f jh -per fonrdnce power a c t i  v i  tie;. 
/ ,  l t l t ( , l l l  OF 5 f l J l ~ ' f ;  f IT: t yeor, cant inut: i n t o  1479 
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